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Countdown '99 
First in a five-part 
series about life 
College Community after graduation. 
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Day 'plants seed' of service 
BY KATE HILTS 
Ithacan Staff 
After the second annual Day 
of Service Friday, thoughts of 
future service events linger in the 
minds of those involved. 
Day of Service will continue 
in future years, but Tricia 
Williamson, interim assistant 
director of campus center and 
activities, said she hopes the day 
starts to spread into something 
bigger. 
Williamson said the services 
given during the Day of Service 
a lFD volunteers, 3 
• London event, 3 
• Our View, 12 
• Big Picture, 32 
were 
great 
a n d 
these 
things 
could continue throughout the 
year. 
In the future, students could 
tie in activities they would like to 
do with institutions that need 
help in the area, Williamson said. 
MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMEN ERIKA MCGEE (far right) and Lisa Holliday sand a bench at the Coddington Child Care Center while freshman Lauren Barker 
looks on. As members of the Physical Therapy Club, they were participating In one of 12 service projects planned for the Day of Service. 
She said Day of Service is one 
way the college and students can 
say "thank you" to the residents 
on the hill for letting the college 
share it. Williamson was a shut-
tle driver from the college to the 
area on South Hill where indi-
viduals cleaned up garbage. 
Students could take the shut-
tle and spend 40 minutes of their 
day cleaning the area and then 
were shuttled back to campus, 
Williamson said. 
President Peggy Williams 
said the day may get people 
thinking about service and doing 
acts of service on their own 
initiative. 
The day seems to be getting 
bigger, but it is the service that 
counts, Williams said. 
"The point of it all is to plant 
THE TRUMP OF TRUMPETS 
JOHN SIGMUND/THE ITHACAN 
JAZZ TRUMPETER RANDY BRECKER played with his quin-
tet Sunday In Ford Hall. His performances grace hundreds of 
albums by a wide range of artists Including James Taylor, 
Bruce Springsteen and Partlament/Funkadellc. Brecker won 
a pair of Gra_mmy Awards for his album "Out of the Loop." 
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yo tricks. the seed so people can think 
about this throughout the year," 
Williams said. 
Williams traveled to different 
events throughout the day. It was 
a full day for her, but a good one, 
she said. 
Jay Pope, chair of the 
Physical Therapy Club's section 
of Day of Service, said many PT 
students helped out and he is 
looking forward to future events. 
could promote a lot of unity," 
Pope said. 
The Physical Therapy Club 
did about 12 projects during the 
day. One to two people from the 
group headed each project and 
others went along to participate 
in the activity as well, Pope said. She spoke to children at 
Beverly J. Martin School about 
the college and spent time with 
them. She helped them do math 
problems and showed them yo-
Pope said he thinks the activi-
ties are especially helpful to first 
year students who do not really 
know anybody else. 
He said the Physical Therapy 
Club is looking into doing more 
community service events along 
with Day of Service. 
"I think that if we [PT] had a 
community service group, we 
Top 10 priorities sought 
Committee set to plan 
next decade at college 
BY KATE HILTS 
Ithacan Staff 
Ten goals for the college. Ten final goals that will 
guide the college for the next decade are being devel-
oped on Tuesday by the All College Planning and 
Priorities Committee. 
After five round table discussions with the campus 
members and one with the board of trustees, the 
committee will finalize the JO tentative objectives 
for Ithaca College's future. 
The committee held a retreat and roundtables, and 
will now hold a meeting to discuss the original I 0 
goals, said Provost and Vice President of Academic 
Affairs Jim Malek, who is chair of the committee. 
The ideas developed at the retreat were tentative 
and the roundtable discussions were held to get feed-
back from the college community about the future of 
the college, Malek said. More than 300 people 
attended the roundtables. 
Sharon Runge, executive assistant to the presi-
dent, said the roundtables provided a "community 
feeling" for those involved. She said the goals 
brought about by the retreat were reaffinned in the 
roundtables. 
Malek said the issues raised by the community at 
the discussions will be examined while deve,loping 
ihe final 10 goals of the college, which should be .set 
by the end of the semester. 
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"It's been a really good process so far; it's had a 
lot of enthusiastic participation from a broad range 
of people," Malek said. 
There has been one meeting since the end of the 
roundtables where the committee discussed the col-
lege's vision statement, he said. 
"The [ vision statement] is an 'aspirational' state-
ment about the college, what we would like the col-
lege to be," Malek said. 
The statement will be the basis for making the 
final decisions on the goals and visions for the col-
lege, said Bob Ullrich, dean of the School of 
Business. 
Runge said the "bigger pieces," such as the vision 
statement and finding the college's mission, needed 
to be finished before the objectives were finalized. 
Some of the goals could require additional fund-
ing, which will come from the college's budget, 
Malek said. The costs will be included when the bud-
get is compil.ed for the year 2000, he said. 
"One of the reasons for identifying these priori-
ties," Malek said, "is so when we do budgets in the 
future we will have agreed on a set of priorities for 
the college ... we will be able to have a list of these 
things ... they are on the top of our list." 
Ullrich said programs could be added to attract 
more students, which would create more tuition rev-
enue. Other possibilities are to shift resources to 
keep the student body the same size and possibly 
increase tuition. He said increasing tuition would be 
a last resort. 
The committee will meet on Tuesday or 
Wednesday to further discuss its plans. 
www.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
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Briefl 
Student employment 
Beginning today, students can 
access the Student Employ-
ment JOBSHOP on the Ithaca 
College's Web site. Students 
can access the Web page at 
www.ithaca.edu/ 
admin/finaid/. 
EVENTS. 
Faculty colloqulum 
The faculty colloquium series 
will present ~Religious Dis-
crimination in the Workplace: 
A Legal Perspective,· by 
Eileen Kelly, associate profes-
sor of management. The pre-
sentation is today at 12:15 
p.m. in the DeMotte Room, 
Egbert Hall. 
Change for Women Direct 
"Technology of Performance; 
a program featuring visiting 
artist Kristen Lucas, will take 
place on Wednesday at 7 p.m. 
in the Park Auditorium. The 
program had originally been 
scheduled for April 21. Lucas 
will also be giving a master 
class on April 8 from 2:35 to 4 
p.m. in Park Studio A. The 
class was scheduled for April 
22. 
Student employment day 
Ithaca College welcomes all 
student employees to attend a 
reception in honor of the sec-
ond annual Stuclem Employee 
Appreciation Day. Refresh-
ments will be served from 11 
a.m. to 3 p.m. in the Klingen-
stein Lounge, Campus Center 
on Wednesday. 
Lifeguarding course 
The Tompkins County Chapter 
of the American Red Cross will 
hold a lifeguarding course at 
the Lansing High School pool 
on Tuesday and Thursday 
nights beginning today from 
7:30 to 10:30 p.m. Minimum 
age to participate is 15 and a 
skills pretest must be passed. 
To advance register, call 273-
1900, ext. 14. 
Pow wow at Cornell 
The Native American Students 
at Cornell University is hosting 
its first annual pow wow on 
April 11. The pow wow and 
smoke dance competition, fea-
turing song, dance, fine native 
arts and crafts, cuisine and 
more, will be held in the Ramin 
Room in the Field House. 
Doors open at 10 a.m. For 
more information, call 255-
6582. 
CORRECTIONS 
It is The lthacan's policy to re-
port all errors of fact. Contact 
Assistant News Editor Michael 
W. Bloomrose at 274-3207. 
B7¥tabae•W.Bloomroae 
Assistant News Editor 
This week, 30 years ago: 
Student Congress passes a bill temporarily 
barring all recruiters, both military and nonmili-
tary, from the lobby of the Student Union. 
The Egbert Union Plant and the Operations 
Policy Committee had requested passage of the 
bill as a result of disturbances that have occurred 
during the past year while recruiters occupied ta-
bles in the union lobby. 
During the barment period, Student Govern-
ment wi11 investigate the issue and attempt to for-
mulate a rational policy. 
The organization will be discussing the issue 
with several campus groups and the director of 
services for career planning. It is also possible 
that a campus-wide referendum might be held to 
set a policy for recruiters. 
The Ithaca College administration loses two 
members as both the president's executive assistant 
and the housing director publicly announce their 
impending resignations. 
Lee J. Fishkin, executive assistant to President 
Howard Dillingham, decides to resign from the 
position four mooths after he accepted it. 
Fishkin will return to his previous position at 
the Office of Telecommunications in Washington, 
D.C. Fishkin said he is resigning because he can-
not risk relocating his family to Ithaca only to find 
that a new president of the college will bring in his 
own executive assistant, eliminate the position 
entirely or restructure the position to something 
other than what he was hired to do. 
Harvey Huth, director of housing for the past 
The Ithacan 
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year, is resigning at the end of the school year to 
resume his education at the State University of 
New York, Albany campus. Huth has said that he 
would like to return to Ithaca College once he 
completes his studies. 
No one has yet been chosen to fill either va-
cancy left by the two administrators' departures.• 
In national news, President Nixon holds a se-
ries of short diplomatic summits in the nation's 
capitol with visiting foreign leaders including 
South Vietnamese Vice President Nguyen Cao 
Ky. 
The foreign leaders and dignitaries were in 
Washington, D.C. to attend the funeral of General 
and President Dwight D. Eisenhower who passed 
away last week. 
A U.S. District Court declares unconstitution-
al a section of the Selective Service Act of 1967. 
Under the section, religion was the only basis 
for conscientious objection. According to the de-
cision of the court, Congress had discriminated 
against those who are atheist<;, agnostics or have a 
deep moral objection at the center of their person-
al beliefs. 
Back at the college, it is announced that due to 
the fact that the residence halls will not be able to 
accommodate all students next year, permission 
will be given for 230 students who will be seniors 
next year to move off-campus. 
If there are any spaces remaining, junior men 
and women will be granted pennission to move 
off-campus as well. 
Those students who are currently living off-
campus must indicate their intentions of remain-
ing, off campus by notifying the dean of students' 
office by April 11. 
is now accepting applications for its 
1999-2000 Editorial Board 
We are looking for qualified people to fill the following positions: 
Managing Editor Sports Editor Layout Editor 
News Editor Assistant Sports Editor Assistant Layout Editor 
Assistant News Editor Photo Editor Online Editor 
Accent Editor Assistant Photo Editor Sales Manager 
Assistant Accent Editor Chief Copy Editor Business Manager 
Opinion Editor Chief Proofreader 
Applications are now available at the reception desk in 326 Park Hall and should be 
turned in at that desk by noon on Thursday, April 8. Candidates will be 
contacted by phone for.interviews. For additional information, stop in at the Ithacan of-
fice at 269 Park Hall, or call 274J208. 
_, ,. 
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Serving th·e ·community 
Fire training: 
Bunkers help 
IFD year-round 
BY SHANNA HAMMONS 
Ithacan Staff 
"Ithaca 9-0-5 to Emerson." 
So begins a typical shift for a Bunker, 
responding to fire alarms or accidents on 
campus. Bunkers arc student volunteers 
who work in conjunction with Ithaca Fire 
Department. Both Cornell University and 
Ithaca College students participate in the 
program. 
Bunkers arc required to live in one of 
the four IFD stations around the city of 
Ithaca. The rooms they live in arc very sim-
ilar to those on either campus. However, 
Bu_nkcrs get free laundry in exchange for 
keeping the stations clean and working two 
14-hour shifts every eight days. A three-
week training session for Bunkers begins 
every August before classes start. 
"It's not for everybody," said sopho-
more Jeff Goldberg. 
This is his first year, and he has found 
that working as a Bunker requires a lot of 
time-management and planning skills. 
Goldberg has to limit his extra-curricular 
activities to rowing for the Ithaca College 
men's crew team. 
The South Hill Station, located just 
past Cerrache Art Center, is currently the 
home of four Ithaca College students: 
senior Ross Yaple, junior James Wheal 
and sophomores Ethan Erlich and Jeff 
Goldberg. 
The Bunkers arc regarded as volunteer 
workers, but Goldberg said their training 
credits would transfer to most fire depart-
ments around the country. 
Ithaca College alumni abound in the 
Bunker Program. Marcia Lynch, IFD's 
volunteer coordinator, Assistant Chief Guy 
Van Benschotcn and Lt. Dave Burbank arc 
all graduates of the college. Van 
B~nschoten was a Bunker for all four years 
he attended Ithaca College and said that 
many things have changed since he was 
here. 
"It's a lot more structured than when I 
was a Bunker," Van Benschoten said, who 
made time for football in addition to 
schoolwork and his required shifts. 
Since he graduated in 1974, the number 
of volunteers has declined, making the 
Bunkers Program more important to IfD. 
PRESIDING OVER SOUTH HILL CLEANUP 
MICHAEL W. BLOOMROSE/THE ITHACAN 
PRESIDENT PEGGY WILLIAMS collects trash near Hudson Street during Friday's 
Day of Service. Students, faculty and staff participated In the day, geared at 
Involving the college in the community. Members of the college community 
outside of Ithaca in Rochester, Los Angeles and London also participated in the day. 
Van Benschoten also said that the number 
of alarms has increased in that time, caus-
ing the Bunker to become an Emergency 
Medical Services service as well. 
Tom Salm, vice president of business 
affairs, works as one of the contacts 
between IFD and the college. 
"[The Bunker Program] helps the col-
lege provide support for the community 
and gives the students something they can 
carry into life and use later if they wish to 
volunteer," Salm said. 
"Bunkers are an important part of our 
response team and provide about 100 
hours of community service each month," 
Lynch said. 
The program is in the proce::,s of recruit-
ing Bunkers for next year. Lynch can be 
reached at 272-1234 or by writing to mari-
cal@ci.ithaca.ny.us. 
London Center 
hosts dinner 
to raise money 
BY MELISSA MCCLURE 
Special to The Ithacan 
On the evening of March 22, the Ithaca 
College London Center kicked off its Day 
of Service with a potluck dinner. 
The purpose of the dinner was to raise 
money for the American Church of 
London's soup kitchen. Nearly 25 student~ 
donated "spare change" upon entering and 
brought with them a variety offruits, meats, 
crackers, cheeses and desserts. Some stu-
dents cooked homemade bean dip, lasagna 
and scones. 
Throughout the course of the dinner, stu-
dents also received information about the 
soup kitchens they will be serving. 
The Ithaca College London Center is not 
only committed to a "day" of service, but 
rather "months" of service. 
Throughout March and April students 
will be devoting their time to working in 
soup kitchens for about four days per week. 
The soup kitchen began in 1987 when local 
volunteers realized that an on-going facili-
ty was needed to address the chronic hunger 
and hopelessness of the homeless. 
Volunteers minister to the most funda-
mental needs of hungry individuals by serv-
ing simple, yet nourishing food to about 
100 people. 
The American Church of London's soup 
kitchen has more than 85 volunteers, but 
with the help oflthaca College students, the 
number rose to more than l 00 volunteers. 
Plans for the future include throwing two 
additional potluck dinners and hosting a 
"service auction." The auction allows Ithaca 
College students to bid on faculty and staff 
who will then either make a gourmet dinner 
or take the student out on a elate. 
All profits earned from the dinner and 
auction will go to the soup kitchen. 
The London Center's goal is to earn 
about $250. By simply rmmersing them-
selves with in London community, the stu-
dents have come to learn and appreciate 
those individuals who have a different eth-
nic background. 
Sophomore ,\,felissa McClure, the 
London Center Comm1111ity Sen-ice 
Netll'ork representative, pla1111ed, orga-
ni-::.ed and coordinated the potluck di1111a. 
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Seniors plan changes 
Events added to Senior Week; 
emphasis placed on passes 
BY MELISSA CURRAN 
Ithacan Staff 
New events, including a 
Champagne Brunch, Senior 
Olympics and Fireworks Party, 
are planned for this year's Senior 
Weck, ser.ior class officials said. 
The annual seniors-only event 
is scheduled for May 8 to 14. 
At the Champagne Brunch 
studer.ts can purchase and deco-
rate :i tile, which, when finished, 
will be used to make a mosaic on 
a wall in a college building. 
While attending the Cham-
pagne Brunch, as well as all oth-
er events during the week, 
students who are under 21-years-
old will not be pennitted to con-
sume alcohol. This has been the 
policy in past years, said Deb 
Page, senior class adviser. 
"We don't plan events around 
drinking," Page said. "Many of 
the events are activity based." 
Another new event is the Se-
nior Olympics, which will be a 
substitute for the Carnival. Se-
niors will be able to play against 
professors as well as compete 
with other schools. 
Senior Class President Do-
minic Cottone was hopeful about 
the addition of the Senior 
Olympics. 
"Seniors will get a kick out of 
playing volleyball against their 
professors," Cottone said. 
The Fireworks Party is also 
being added as the final event be-
fore commencement on Satur-
day. It will be a family event with 
a live swing band. Admission 
COTTONE 
will be free 
for the fami-
ly of stu-
dents who 
purchased a 
Senior Week 
Pass, which 
includes ad-
mission to 
all of the 
week's 
events. 
Other events include Casino 
Night, "Club Pub" and the op-
tional black tie fonnal, "A Time 
to Remember." 
"We arc aiming for formal 
with the dance, but no one will 
be turned away if they arc not in 
a tuxedo," Cottone said. 
Page said this year's senior 
class wanted to increase partici-
pation in the activities for the 
week. In previous years only 
about one-third of seniors 
bought passes, she said. 
On the Web 
For information about the 
104th Commencement 
ceremony, visit www.itha-
ca.eduficnews/vol21/2.1-
12/commenct.htm 
The week's events will cost 
approximately $45,000, which 
pays for food, drinks and reser-
vations. The majority of the 
money comes from seniors who 
buy passes. 
"We rely on a lot of people 
buying a pass," Page said. "We 
are lookin_g for the highest num-
ber of senior participants not a 
dollar amount. We are looking 
for participation." 
Increased participation is also 
the goal of the changes that were 
made to the senior donation. 
Past classes chose a specific 
recipient of the gift and all dona-
tions would go to that cause. Last 
year only IO percent of the senior 
class donated to the fund. 
This year seniors will be en-
couraged to choose where they 
would like to give their money, 
Cottone said. 
Senior Weck Passes will go 
on sale on April 15 a, the Check 
Cashing window in the Campus 
Center. Prices have not been 
released. 
Vanya Rainova contributed to 
this article. 
Rochester Area Students: 
MOVE CLOSER TO YOUR DEGREE+•• 
APRIL I, 1999 
ICTV: Ithacan 
. ' 
win 13 awards 
BY ITHACAN STAFF· 
Media in the Roy H. Park 
School of Communications 
were recently honored with 13 
awards by two professional 
journalist organizations at re-
cent conventions. 
ICfV and The Ithacan won 
10 awards at the Society of 
Professional Journalists Re-
gion One (Northeast) conven-
tion in New Haven, Conn., 
March 20. 
Six awards were presented 
to IC'IV, which included: 
• First place, television non-
daily newscast, for News-
watch 54; 
• First pl~ce, television fea-
ture photography, for "Noise 
Photo Essay;" 
• First place, television 
sports photography, for 
"Sports Final;" 
• Second place, television 
feature, for "The Tulip Man"; 
• Second place, television 
sports reporting. for "8th 
Grade Sensation;' 
• Third place, television 
non-daily newscast, for "Di-
versity in Central N.Y." 
The Ithacan was honored 
with four "Mark of Excel-
lence" awards at the SPJ con-
vention. 
The awards included: 
• Second place, in-depth re-
porting, for "An Analysis of 
the Bias-Related Incidents 
Committee" (Dec. 3, 1998) by 
sophomore Robert B. Bluey, 
news editor; 
• Second place, feature 
writing, for "The Girl in the 
Mirror" (Oct. 22, 1998) by se-
nior Gretta Nemcek, accent 
editor; 
• Third place, overall excel-
lence; 
• Third place, sports pho-
tography, by freshman Melis-
sa Thornley, staff 
photographer. 
Also, at the New York Press 
Association spring 1999 con-
vention in Saratoga Springs, 
N.Y., Saturday, The Ithacan 
was honored with three awards 
in the Better College Newspa-
per Competition. 
The awards include: 
• First place, feature writ-
ing, for "The Girl in the Mir-
ror" by senior Gretta Nemcek, 
accent editor; 
• Third place, overall excel-
lence; 
• Third place, design. 
WHILE YOU'RE CLOSER TO HOME 
NAZARETH COLLEGE 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
Summer Classes Available In: 
Anthropology 
Art 
Business Administration/Management 
Chemistry 
Economics 
Education 
English 
History 
0 Summer Session L· May 17 -June 25 Summer Session IL· June 28 -August 6 
Heal th Sciences 
Italian 
Literature 
Math 
Music 
Philosophy 
Physics 
Political Science 
Psychology 
Religious Studies 
Science 
Sociology 
Spanish 
Theatre Arts 
Call our Office of Part-Time Enrollment Services for registration information: l-800-441-0288 
For direct ace~, visit our website and view a_ full listing and descriptions of Summer Sesfilon 
courses: www.naz.edu/ dept/parttime/index.html 
Nazareth College 
4245 East Avenue• Rochester, NY 14618-3790 
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Students searching for employment 
BY JAY MILLER 
Editor in Chief 
So where are you going to work 
after graduation? Have you got a 
job lined up yet? How much are 
they going to pay you? 
Above all else, students expect-
ing to graduate on May 15 are in 
need of something to do after 
school ends. Some, like physical 
therapy students, have one year 
remaining. Others in the minority 
will opt for graduate studies. But 
the majority of Ithaca College's 
Class of 1999 will join the highest 
level of education-the cliched 
"real world" ... finally. 
Seniors who don't have 
answers to the above questions 
(not to mention a job) are not 
alone. Director of Career Services 
John Bradac said hundreds of stu-
dents are still entering his office in 
search of help. 
He said it's still not too late to 
start a job search and that using 
resources like newspapers, cam-
pus recruitment, professional and 
alumni contacts, and the Internet 
can abet the task. 
SUZIE O'ROURKE/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR MELISSA MIKULA tastes wine Sunday at the "Real World 1999" In Kllngensteln Lounge. The 
event consisted of workshops for students entering the workforce and pursuing graduate level courses. 
"There's a myriad of opportu-
nities online," Bradac said. "There 
are sites for just about everything. 
It's a matter of taking the time to 
actively explore those sites." 
and Andrew Tutino, journalism 
'98, offered different stories of 
salary negotiation. 
"Salary negotiations were 
never really a problem for me," 
said Bonacci, who works for 
Merrill Lynch in Plainsboro, NJ. 
"Most people I interviewed with 
gave me a range and I made my 
own assumptions. When Merrill 
Lynch came back with an offer it 
was higher than I would have 
expected so I never had to ask for 
anything more." 
reporter for the Oneonta Daily Star. 
"Remember, beggaJS can't be 
choosers and when you're getting 
paid above what the average is with 
little experience, you don't exactly 
have much room to negotiate." 
weeks at Ithaca College-you can · 
never imagine how much you will 
miss it when you are gone." 
Tutino said he had another prob-
lem during the job-finding process. 
"I found it difficult deciphering 
which places were really interested 
in me, and which places were real-
ly just blowing me off," he said. 
Bonacci said the job hunt can 
be fun, as long as it doesn't ruin 
your final days at Ithaca College. 
But the opportunities available 
for graduates are better than ever. Bradac said his most important 
overall advice is to take small but 
measurable steps: look at your 
caryer and career options and 
doing something about it. 
Once a job has been offered, a 
salary must be decided. 
Janel Bonacci, marketing '98, 
Tutino said he was not given 
much choice, nor did he seek one. 
'They said 'this is what we're 
offering,' I said, 'okay'," said the 
"It can be a very exciting time," 
Bonacci said. "You have the 
opportunity to mold and shape 
your life in any way you want. 
Ithaca supplied the tools, now you 
need to do everything you can to 
use them to your fullest advantage. 
"I wish I knew to relax more," 
she said. "Enjoy your last few 
"This is the best market I've 
seen in over 20 years," Bradac 
said. 'This is literally the best job 
market I've ever worked in." 
For more information, contact 
the Career Services office (first 
floor, Gannett Center) at 274-3365. 
Pressure building. 
as year winds down 
BY MELISSA THORNLEY 
Ithacan Staff 
With less than two months before grad-
uation, the pressure is building for Russell 
Pose gate. 
'Tm a little under pressure to get my 
resume out and to find a job, but I have so 
much going on with school that I don't feel 
like I have time to do that," said Posegate, a 
music education major. 
Besides getting a resume ready and 
attending classes, Posegate must prepare to 
take practice exams, which are after gradu-
ation and necessary for a teaching certifica-
tion in New York state. 
Because he will probably be teaching in a 
school, Posegate said he still has two months 
before the school year begins to find a job. 
"I've never been a very uptight person 
about deadlines or getting things done on 
time," he said. I'm not too concerned because 
I know I still have a couple month~ left" 
Posegate, who has been playing the 
trumpet for I I years and the piano for 14, 
said he would like to find a job as a junior 
high school band director. 
"Ajunior high job would give me time 
to do things I want to do," he said. "Plus I 
would have a chance to teach at a pivotal 
point. Junior high is where kids are still 
around from elementary band usually, but 
it's where they start making decisions like if 
they're going to play soccer instead. I think 
that would be really neat, to still have a lot 
of the kids around and help them to make a 
choice." 
Posegate said his parents are laid back 
about the whole job-searching process. 
"I guess they understand that eventual-
ly I'll get around to doing whatever I have 
to do," he said. 
Although Posegate did not plan on com-
ing to Ithaca College, he auditioned at the 
music school as practice for schools he 
wanted to attend. 
"Everything here seemed great and so 
perfect and no where else I went spent as 
much time, you know, itdidn 't seem as if they 
were as interested in me," said Posegate, who 
never took a tour, of the campus. 
Charlie Posegate, his father, said, 
"Ithaca has been a wonderful school for him 
to explore his music and he has blossomed 
there. He has just had so many opportuni- · 
ties there." 
The trumpet player said his focus has 
changed through the years _ at Ithaca 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR RUSSELL POSEGATE practices the trumpet, which he has been playing for the 
past 11 years. He Is starting to search for a Job as a Junior high school band director. 
College. He started out wanting to teach 
music, but he now likes to perform as well 
and would like to go to graduate school for 
the piano. He said he still needs time to get 
better, though. 
"That's one of the reasons I'd like to 
have a junior high job instead of a high 
school job, so I'd have more time to prac-
tice," he said. 
Trumpet Professor Kim Dunnick has 
taught Posegate for four years. 
"One thing I am very confident of is that 
Russell will be successful, with whatever 
he ends up doing," Dunnick said. 
Because perfonnance graduate school 
is time consuming, Posegate would have to 
leave his job and get an assistantship. 
"I would have to practice four or five 
hours a day and that's really rough to do 
with a full-time job," he said. 
Thinking back to his past years at Ithaca 
College, Posegate said, "I wish I had anoth-
er spring break or two because I never real-
ly got the chance to do that because I always 
had too much to do and not enough 
resources." 
During the summer Posegate said he 
would like to drive around the country 
because it's something he has always want-
ed to do. 
-. 
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Looking ahead, deans discuss plans 
Provost announces interdisciplinary initiatives , , Some think of space as 
being owned by a certain 
school instead of by the 
college. We are working to 
fix that.'' 
BY DANNY MANUS 
Ithacan Staff 
The future of all Ithaca College 
students was revealed Tuesday by 
members of administration. 
At SGA's Coffee Talk Series, 
Ithaca College Provost and Vice 
President of Academic Affairs Jim 
Malek and deans of the five 
schools told students what they 
have to look forward to over the 
next few years, at least academi-
cally. 
New initiatives, programs and 
ideas were discussed and student 
concerns were addressed. Topics 
brought up include the creation of 
interdisciplinary programs, multi-
cultural programs, the exploratory 
program and academic space. 
Students were given an acade-
mic progress report by Malek and 
heard reports from each dean on 
how their schools are perfonning. 
Malek focused on multicultural 
programs during his initial presen-
tation to Congress. He said a mi-
nority faculty hiring initiative and 
the Center for Culture, Race and 
Ethnicity were initiatives ap-
proved in the budget. 
"[The center is] college-wide 
and interdisciplinary," Malek said. 
"It will evolve over time. As of 
now, it's an academic program that 
will offer courses for credits but 
there are no majors or minors." 
The center is only one of the 
many interdisciplinary programs 
being created. Hugh Rowland, as-
sociate dean of the School ofBusi-
ness, said a program combining 
international busines~ and foreign 
language is in the works, and a 
program combining criminal jus-
tice and legal studies is also being 
investigated. 
Thomas Bohn, dean of the Roy 
H. Park School of Communica-
tions, told student~ about a health 
and communications minor he 
hopes will be offered soon. 
A masters program for comput-
er science and business is being 
developed, said Howard Erlich, 
dean of the School of Humanities 
and Sciences. 
Malek said the fight" between 
schools over academic space has 
affected the creation of interdisci-
plinary courses. 
"Some think of space as being 
owned by a certain school instead 
of by the college. We are working 
to fix that," Malek said. "Academ-
ic space is one of the factors mak-
ing it difficult . to create 
interdisciplinary courses, but it is 
not an insunnountable problem." 
The creation of more interdisci-
plinary and multicultural courses 
is part of the college's enrollment 
initiative. 
"Enrollment is good and we 
have had a record number of appli- · 
cations for the fall; 1,750 appli-
cants for 250 spots allows us to be 
picky about who we accept," Bohn 
said. 
Although the number of appli-
cants to the School ofBusincss has 
been a concern of late, Rowland 
said applications are up 24 per-
cent. 
Richard Miller, dean of the 
School of Health Sciences and 
Human Perfonnance, said the 
physical therapy program will be-
gin to accept transfer students in 
the fall of 2000. Miller also said 
the school is trying to cement the 
relationship between the college 
and Longview. 
"I hope we can create an inter-
generational environment that we 
can all take advantage of," he said. 
Erlich added there is a writing 
major being developed for H&S 
and he is also looking for sugges-
tions on how to improve the ex-
ploratory program. . 
The program has hcen one of 
the major concerns of SGA. Its ef-
forts have been echoed by mem-
bers of administration. 
"A committee has been charged 
with making it easier for explorato-
ry student to get into classes they 
want," Erlich said. "We didn't 
want to create courses specifically 
for exploratory students, but we 
wanted them to have priority ac-
cess for advanced registration." 
This concern is reflected in the 
new registration· system, which 
will give priorities to seniors and 
exploratory students before all 
other students. 
School of Music Rep. Brett 
Shiel asked what can be done 
about course requirements that get 
in the way of traveling abroad. 
Dean of the Music School Arthur 
Ostrander said the school is trying 
to make alternative programs for 
those students whose sequence is 
so tight. 
In other music news, Ostrander 
said the Whalen Center for Music 
is two-thirds done. The only parts 
that remain unfinished arc the 
walkway and the recital hall. 
After the almost two-hour dis-
cussion with students, the deans 
and provost received a round of 
applause from those in attendance. 
Many students found the meet-
ing to be a positive experience be-
The Office of Multicultural Affairs 
1998-99 Racial Awareness Series 
April 6, 1999 
JIM MALEK 
-provost 
cause they were able to voice their 
concerns on so many different is-
sues. 
"It went really well. I was hap-
py to see that so many things arc 
going on-more than I expected," 
Shiel said. 
"I was very satisfied," said 
Becky Gay, SGA vice president of 
campus affairs. 
A few students, however, felt 
the deans could have been more 
helpful. 
"I was glad the deans made an 
appearance, but it is frustrating 
when questions are dismissed be-
cause of confidentiality or person-
nel issues," said SGA Park School 
Rep. Samantha Stowell. 
"At times they seemed not to 
care because it wasn't their school 
being discussed," said Senior 
Class President Dominic Cottone. 
Despite the opinions of some 
students, Malek said it was very 
interesting because he didn't know 
what the deans would say in front 
of each other and in front of him. 
Emerson Suite B - Phillips Hall -
Campus Center at 7 p.m. 
"From Astro Boy to Zen Buddhism: Asian Influence in American Culture" 
Mr. Yang is founding publisher of A 
Magazine which, tracks and pays homage to 
Asian trends. He also coedited Eastern 
Standard Time: A Guide to Asian Influence in 
American Culture, from Astro Boy to Zen 
Buddhism and collaborated with popular 
martial artist/ actor Jackie Chan on Chan's 
1998 autobiography. Yang will take us on a 
journey through the Asian experience as it 
has converged with the American one, 
discussing everything from food and movies 
to literature and politics. 
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SGA hopes fOr high voter turnout 
BY DANNY MANUS 
Ithacan Staff 
You are wanted on April 14. 
SGA is hoping students will 
not be apathetic about elections 
and will show up at polling sta-
tions around campus to vote for 
who they believe should be on the 
Executive Board for the 1999-
2000 academic year. 
Last year's elections saw a rise 
in voter turnout, from 565 students 
in 1997 to 1,503 students. Many 
factors contributed 
to the increase 
and SGA said it is 
hoping a similar 
increase will 
occur this year. 
One of the 
This year, SGA is expecting an 
even bigger turnout and has laken 
steps to try and achieve its goal. 
SGA's strategies for planning and 
publicizing the election are cur-
rently being discussed and 
Naparstek encourages students to 
announce the elections in their 
classes. 
"Student government has 
grown and has moved up its 
efforts on campus," Tarant said. 
"The larger Congress means more 
people are talking about it and 
more people are 
invol•ed with us. 
Looking ahead, I 
think this will be the 
biggest voter 
turnout ever." 
"AlthoughSGA 
has no certain goal, I would like to 
sec an increase from last year. I 
would expect maybe a couple 
hundred more students," 
Naparstek said. 
major reasons for the rise in student 
participation was the existence of 
two diverse parties vying for candi-
dacy for the first time in seven 
years, Naparstek said. In past elec-
tions, candidates ran uncontested. 
'There was more than one 
party, which meant different 
issues, opinions and mindsets," 
said Student Body President Mark 
Naparstek. 
Although almost three times 
the number of students voted last 
year as had two years ago, the 
number still only accounted for 
approximately a quartcrofthe stu-
dent body. 
'The numbers reflect national 
trends. I have always thought that 
college is a microcosm of the real 
world," Naparstek said. "How the 
candidates choose to campaign is 
critical." 
access to educating voters." 
"I don't think the time allotted 
candidates for campaigning has 
any effect on voter turnout," she 
said. "The advertising guidelines 
follow the solicitation policies of 
Ithaca College and were not creat-
ed by the committee." 
PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY JOHN SIGMUND 
dates to start campaigning months 
in advance, it would be old by 
now. The time restraints are there 
to serve as a push." 
With candidates already hav-
ing declared their intent to run, 
students are left with two choices. 
Either they can participate in elec-
tions and make their opinions 
heard by voting or tum their heads 
away from the election process. 
"It is the same as national elec-
tions. Unless people feel it affects 
them directly, they don't want to 
participate," said Nick Tarant, 
SGA vice president of communi-
cations. "Voter turnout increased 
because there are hotter races, 
more people are getting involved 
in the election process and the 
issues are mattering more." 
"The time at which elections 
are held is a busy time for a lot of 
people," said Elections 
Committee Chair Sarah Burgin. 
"But this year there are polling 
stations in almost every academic 
building and dining hall on cam-
pus. One would have to not step 
on campus to not have the oppor-
tunity to vote." 
Candidates are limited in their 
campaigning strategies, however, 
by the Elections Act. But SGA 
members insist the act has no 
effect on voter turnout. 
The committee focuses on one 
aspect of the election process and 
the guidelines are there to make 
sure everything is fair, Burgin 
said. 
'The Elections Committee is 
not responsible for promoting the 
elections or educating the voters," 
Burgin said. "We are responsible 
for making sure that parties have 
"We do a good job without 
making it obnoxious," Naparstek 
said. "If the Act allowed candi-
"All we can do is get our-
selves out into the public and get 
the issues out and hope people 
look past their own nose," Tarant 
said. 
The SGA minute Elections Act limits 
campaign donations BY DANNY MANUS Ithacan Staff 
The following topics were discussed at 
the SGA meeting Tuesday: 
• A motion was brought to the floor that 
would allow SGA to work with other orga-
nizations, including the African-Latino 
Society, Hillel and SAVAW to create a 
full-page advertisement. 
The purpose will be to educate students 
about the Holocaust. SGA wants to print 
the ad in an upcoming issue of The 
Ithacan. The motion passed 
without dissent. 
• A constitutional 
amendment was pro-
posed that would 
change Article 2, 
Section 3 of the 
Elections Act. The 
motion, written by 
Congress Rep. Kia 
Kozun, eliminates RHA 
from the process of elect-
ing Congress representa-
tives. 
The purpose of the motion 
is to make the election process 
simpler and eliminate confusion 
among Congress members who 
represent residence halls. The 
motion attempts to clarify in which 
elections, RHA or SGA, residence hall 
representatives are to participate. 
Because of its con:.titutionaJ nature, the 
motion was tabled and will be discussed 
and voted on at the April 6 SGA meeting. 
• The anti-hate rally, co-sponsored by 
Ithaca College and Cornell University, 
will take place in the Commons 
Wednesday, April 7 at 6 p.m. 
There will be student and faculty 
speakers. Coordinators of the rally are 
hoping Ithaca Mayor Alan Cohen will also 
speak. 
• A summary of the petitions signed and 
letters written by Ithaca College students 
stating their disapproval of Gov. George 
Pataki's proposed cuts in the Tuition 
Assistance Program was read aloud. 
Letters from the Chair of Student 
Congress, the Student Body President 
Mark Naparstek, 212 
letters from individ-
ual students and a 
petition signed by 
627 students are 
among the docu-
ments already sent 
to New York state 
government offi-
cials. 
• Although the 
names of the vendors 
could not be released, 
SGA Vice President of 
Campus Affairs Becky Gay 
assured Congress that 
ACCS has narrowed its choic-
es for the college phone co~-
pany to two possibilities. Gay 
said a decision will be made before 
the end of the semester. 
• Congress unanimously passed the 
$250 budget for Reprise, an organization 
designed for the production and perfor-
mance of lesser known musicals. The 
organization's first play, "Company," 
starts later this month. 
BY DANNY MANUS 
Ithacan Staff 
Nationally, an endorsement or added 
financial support from a private organi-
zation could save a candidate from 
becoming an obscure figure on election 
day. This practice, however, is prohibited 
at Ithaca College. 
The Elections Act at Ithaca College 
states "parties may not receive subsidies 
from any other on-campus organiza-
tion." The $175 amount allotted by the 
Elections Committee to 
each party running for 
SGA Executive Board 
cannot be increased by a 
contribution from other 
organizations. 
The act does not, 
however, prohibit student organizations 
from supporting a party, but it is frowned 
upon by Elections Committee officials 
before official campaigning begins. 
"We are trying to run a fair campaign 
on this campus. We give candidates a set 
amount because we subsidize it It would 
not be fair to those students who do not 
have out-of-pocket resources," said 
Sarah Burgin, Congress chair and 
Elections Committee chair. 
Many student leaders agree a candi-
date should not be able to receive addi-
tional money from independent sources, 
but would like the opportunity to endorse 
a candidate who addresses the issues fac-
ing them. 
"I think money should be left out. 
However, if a group of officers wants to 
help a candidate-why not? That's the 
real world," said JerrillAdams, SGAoff-
campus representative. 
"It already happens. [Officers of orga-
nizations] already do tell members who 
to vote for," said Adams, who is also 
president of the Ithaca College chapter of 
NAACP. 
Leaders of other organizations, how-
ever, said it is not their duty 
·on and would put them in a dif-
ficult position if the party 
they supported was not 
elected. 
"As a president of an 
organization, I will have to 
work with whomever is elected, so I 
don't believe it is our place," said Laura 
Maggiotto, president of the Student 
Alumni Association. 
"I would, however, support a certain 
party or candidate as an individual stu-
dent financially or otherwise," 
Maggiotto said. 
Candidates will, ho~ever, receive 
one demerit for every $5 they accept over 
the set $175 limit The Elections 
Committee determines other demerits on 
a case-by-case basis. 
Campaigning officially begins April 5 
and elections will take place April 14. 
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Sunday, March 21 
• V& T violation 
Location: S-lot 
Summary: Student issued a Uniform 
Traffic Ticket for altered license. Matter 
referred for judicial action. Patrol Officer 
Fred Thomas responded. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Unknown person or persons 
appeared to have kicked two holes in wall. 
Report taken. Sgt. Tom Dunn responded. 
• Unlawful possession of marijuana 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Odor of marijuana coming from 
room. Seven students to be referred judi-
cially for possession of marijuana. Two 
non-students cited from campus. Patrol 
Officer Fred Thomas responded. 
• Fight in progress 
Location: Rowland Hall 
Summary: Report of a loud fight in 
progress. Officers investigated verbal 
argument between parties. Report 
taken. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock 
responded. 
• Larceny/$50 
Location: Landon Hall 
Summary: Student reported that her ID 
was taken from her wallet in a residence 
hall. Report taken. Sgt. Keith Lee 
responded. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Holmes Hall 
Summary: Student reported that someone 
possibly keyed into a room. 
• Suspicious circumstance 
Location: Upper Quad 
Summary: Caller stated he heard what 
sounded like a pellet/BB-gun or a paint 
ball gun being discharged. Nothing found. 
Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins responded. 
Monday, March 22 
• Fire alarms, malfunction 
Location: Ford Hall 
Summary: Alarm of fire due to pressure 
switch problem. No smoke or fire. System 
reset. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock 
responded. 
• Noise complaints 
Location: Garden Apartments 
Summary: Reported loud stereo keeping 
people awake. One student to be referred 
judicially for noise and possession of a 
keg. Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins 
responded. 
• Fire alarms, fire 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector in east stairwell caused 
by dust from sweeping. System reset. Sgt. 
Ron Hart responded. 
• Medical assist, illness related 
Location: Campus Center-snack bar 
Summary: Report of a person feeling 
dizzy and lightheaded. Bangs notified, 
and provided transport to CMC. Report 
taken. Sgt. Ron Hart responded. 
• Suspicious odor 
Location: Hilliard Hall-third floor 
Summary: RA reported suspicious chemi-
cal odor. Area checked and the only smell 
found was possibly air freshener. No fur-
ther action taken. 
• Fire alarms, fire 
Location: Terrace 8-first floor kitchen 
Summary: Fire alarm due to activated 
smoke detector outside kitchen. 
Activation due to burned popcorn. IFD 
responded. Area aired out and system 
reset. Life Safety Inspector Doug Gordner 
responded. 
• Larceny value, no degree 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: RA reported theft of chair from 
student's room. Chair valued at approxi-
mately $300. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock responded. 
Tuesday, March 23 
• Aggravated harassment 
Location: Terrace 6 
Summary: Caller reported receiving a 
telephone call from an unknown male 
requesting assistance in contacting anoth-
er person regarding bail. Call determined 
to be a prank. Patrol Officer John 
Federation responded. 
• Medical assist, illness related 
Location: Terrace 12 
Summary: Caller requested assistance for 
a student who is ill. Bangs responded and 
transported to CMC. Health center noti-
fied. Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins 
responded. 
• Medical assist, illness related 
Location: Clarke Hall 
Summary: Report of a visitor who is sick 
in residential hall. Person transported to 
Health Center. Patrol Officer Dawn 
Caulkins responded. 
• Suspicious odor 
Location: Terrace Dining 
Summary: Complainant reported the odor 
of gasoline or propane gas in the foyer 
area off the loading dock. Upon arrival of 
officers, odor had dispersed and nothing 
was detected. Life Safety Environmental 
Safety Specialist Tom Kozakowski 
responded. 
• Suspicious odor 
Location: Rowland Hall-lobby area 
Summary: Report of a strong smell of 
possibly nail p"olish in the lobby area. 
Student found painting in lobby. Paint con-
fiscated by Life Safety. Report taken. Life 
Safety Environmental Safety Specialist 
Tom Kozakowski responded. 
• Par~ing problem 
Location: Gravel L-lot 
Summary: Motorist parked vehicle too 
close to the edge of the embankment in 
"graver L-lot and was blocked by another 
vehicle. Message left for owner of second 
vehicle. Report taken. Sgt. Ron Hart 
responded. 
• Conduct Code violation, acts of dishon-
esty 
Location: L-lot 
Summary: Vehicle being towed from L-lot 
for having a fraudulent permit. Report 
taken. Patrol Officer Nathan Humble 
responded. 
Wednesday, March 24 
• Unlawful possession of marijuana 
Location: Terrace 1 O 
Summary: Report of a suspicious odor. 
Room checked and three students to be 
referred judicially for possession of mari-
juana. Patrol Officer John Federation 
responded. 
• Criminal mischief 
Location: Terrace 7 
Summary: Damage found to center stair-
well. Unknown person or persons kicked 
wall. Patrol Officer Dawn Caulkins 
responded. 
• Information only 
Location: All other-Cass Park 
Summary: Person observed college vehi-
cle driving in a reckless manner in City of 
Ithaca. Assistant Director of Campus 
Safety Norm Wall responded. 
• Property, lost property 
Location: Park Hall 
Summary: Staff member reported losing 
a set of college keys while working. 
Report taken. Patrol Officer Michelle 
Crannell responded. 
• Larceny value, $200 
Location: Campus Center 
Summary: Caller reported theft of a 
TVNCR unit belonging to an office. Patrol 
Officer Nathan Humble responded. 
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• Aggravated harassment, second degree 
Location:-Campus Center 
Summary: Caller requested to speak to 
officer regarding vulgar messages 
being left on their office voice mail sys-
tem. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock 
responded. 
• Criminal tampering, second degree 
Location: Job Hall 
Summary: Caller reported their computer 
had been tampered with and defaults had 
been changed. Patrol Officer Bruce 
Holmstock responded. 
• Aggravated harassment, second degree 
Location: Hood Hall 
Summary: Caller stated someone entered 
their room and tampered with contents of 
the room. Patrol Officer Bruce Holmstock 
responded. 
Thursday, March 25 
• Criminal mischief, fourth degree 
Location: Tallcott Hall 
Summary: Damage done to window in 
southeast door of Tallcott Hall. Sgt. Tom 
Dunn responded. 
• Stolen property and criminal possession 
Location: J-lot-upper section 
Summary: One student referred judicially 
after being found in possession of a barri-
cade taken from the Giles Street area. 
Patrol Officer John Federation responded. 
• Fire alarms, accidental 
Location: Eastman Hall 
Summary: Alarm of fire due to activated 
smQke detector in first floor odd stairwell. 
Cause determined to be dust raised by 
the custodian sweeping. Sgt. Ron Hart 
responded. 
• Aggravated harassment, second degree 
Location: Terrace 5 
Summary: Caller reports receiving numer-
ous hang-up telephone calls. Sgt. Steve 
Yaple responded. 
awards 
"Better College Newspaper Contest" awards 
Fall '99 
Advance Registration 
is now underway 
ENDS 
Thursday, April 8 at 4 p.m. 
NO late forms accepted 
HAVE YOU EVER FOUND IT DIFFICULT TO WORK, ATTEND 
CLASS OR JUST GET AROUND THE CAMPUS AT ITHACA 
COLLE~ECAUSE OF YOUR DISABILITY? ~/ 1 
DO Y66 K~W OTHERS WHO HAVE CHOSEN NOT QME 
TO ITMACA COLLEGE (or events held here) BECAUSE T Y 
THOUGHT THE CAMPUS WAS NOT ACCESSIBLE? 
If you are a student, staff, administrator or faculty meml;,er who has a disability 
(physical, cognitive or other), here is your chance toltel~your story. This forum is spon-
sored by the Disabilities Awareness subcommitte(Q{the Djyersity Awareness 
committee. We are planning a forum to collect testiit2tnils from people who have expe 
rienced discrimination on campus because of their d1sabili"ty. We plan to 
generate a lijt of problems and concerns (with recommendations) from you to be 
submitted to~ Affirmative Action Office. 
Even i#-¥<>~ not disabled and want to learn more, please come. This i~~ur 
chance to-inake a difference. F . c .-
or more m1onnat1on,?act: 
Where: South Meeting Room, Egbert Unio1,1 K~thy Hin~ley -
When: Thursday, April 8, 4-6 p.m. khmkley@1thaca.edu 
Sponsored by the Diversity Awareness Committee 274-1385 
-SO DON'T COMPLAIN, DO SOMETHING! 
• 
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Restaurant A~le for 
Private Parties & Catering 
GRADUATION 
RESERVATIONS 
now being accepted for 
OLD PORT HARBOUR 
RESl"AURANT 
and 
mEMVMANHAlTAN 
DINNER CRIJSSIDP 
call: 272-4868 
702 W •. BUFFALO ST., ITHACA 
SnJDENT TRAVEL 
This ain't· your parent's travel agency. 
With eur staff Bf experienced 
traveler,. a glebal netwerlt 
ef efficei. great price$. 
ticket flexilnlity and 
a ten ef travel 
service,, we knew 
fimhand what it 
~k8$teput 
teaethera 
mind-blowing 
trip ... 
csoo) m-0112 
lo•do• ........ .$453 
Fra•ldart ..... .$509 
Parts. ........... .$503 
__ just remember to thank 
mom fer packing 
veur suitcase. 
sm 
STA TRAVEL _.. ___
, , · · · · ··: ., www.statrilvcl.com 
Here ' s 
Something Newl 
What? 
The Office of ResidenTial Life is pleased to announce, 
starting in the Fall of 1999, Ithaca College will be offer-
ing a Substance Free Housing f1oor. 
Where Is It Located? 
The location for this new housing opTion wl1I be the base-
ment f1oor of BogarT Hall. 
How WIii It Work? 
The f1oor will be a place free from cigarettes, cigars, 
burning tobacco, alcohol and/or drugs. Residents will 
agree they and their guests will not use these iTems on 
the f1oor. 
When Are Slgn-U12.s? 
Room selection for this f1oor will occur on Thursday, 
~ Aprll 8 at 7 p.m. in the East Tower Lobby . 
• 
~ 
I ~ ; 
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NEWMINOR 
HEALTH 
COMMUNICATION 
OPEN TO ALL STUDENTS INTERESTED IN TIIE CRITICAL 
STIJDY OF COMMUNICATION IN HEAL TH CARE SETTINGS 
The minor in health communication is offered by the Departments of 
Orcanizational Communication, Learnin&; and Desip, Health Services 
Administration, and Speech Communication. 
For More Information Contact; 
Stewart Auyuh-274-1312 or auyash@itbaca.edu 
Ellen Bonaguro - 274- 1252 or ebonagar@itbaca.edu 
Sandn Herndon - 274- 3'98 or bemdon@ithaca.edu 
APRIL 1, 1999 
.. - GALEET· 
DARDASHTI 
.. 
A Concert of Ethnic Music 
Songs sung in 
Persian, Ladino, Hebrew, Yiddish, 
Spanish and English 
Monday, April 5 
at 8:15 p.nt. 
Muller Chapel 
- concert wi{{ 6e recortfecf-
Free and open to the public 
Sponsored by 
Hillel, SAB, School of Music, IJWB and BOC 
IMPORTANT COMMENCEMENT 1999 
INFORMATION WAS RECENTLY MAILED TO 
YOU AT YOUR LOCAL ADDRESS. 
IF YOU ARE GRADUATING AND YOUR LOCAL 
ADDRESS IS NOT ON FILE WITH THE 
REGISTRAR, YOU MIGHT NOT RECEIVE THIS 
MAILING. IF YOU HAVE NOT RECEIVED 
COMMENCEMENT INFORMATION IN THE 
MAIL, PLEASE PICK UP YOUR PACKE1 AT THE 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. 
YOUR PARENTS WERE ALSO SENT 
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT 
COMMENCEMENT. IF THEY DID NOT 
RECEIVE THE MAILING,. EXTRA COPIES ARE 
AVAILABLE TO BE PICKED UP AT THE 
REGISTRAR'S OFFICE. 
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E-Z MONEY 
E-Z MONEY 
E-Z MONEY 
f-Z MONfY 
t-Z MONEY 
E-Z MONEY 
f-Z MONEY 
WIN $100-$200! It's E-Z! 
Here is your chance to win big by submitting your best cover letter 
and/or resume in a *random* drawing to the Career Services office. 
Everyone has an equal chance of winning and you could win twice 
($200) - there will be two separate drawings, one for cover letters, 
another for resumes. We need your best work for display in the Career 
Seryices' office library. Any current IC student, from any major, may 
participate. It's E-Z to do! Simply submit them to 
Career Services, first floor of the Gannett Center by 
s p.m., Monday, April 26. The random drawings_ take place April 27. 
E-Z MONEY 
E-Z MONfY 
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VIEW 
Learning from service 
Maybe it was the sunshirie kissing the otherwise 
brisk March afternoon. Maybe it was the sound of 
children at South Hill Elementary, laughing and run-
ning toward the playground as if reuniting with old 
friends. Maybe it was the thrill of helping others that 
brpught Ithaca College out of hiding for Day of 
Service. 
For one day, everything seemed right. 
President Williams was no longer President 
Williams, but a woman named Peggy playing math 
games with third graders. For one day, titles and 
positions were set aside so Ithaca College could 
give back to the community. There was no pomp, no 
circumstance-only people helping other people. 
And it wasn't just in Ithaca. Students at the London 
Center, the Los Angeles program and the Rochester 
physical therapy clinic all helped on Day of Service. 
Day of Service is successful because people from 
every corner of the college are involved. The full-
scale commitment to volunteering is a gift that we 
should all be proud to give. And in some sense, we 
can be selfish too. Anyone who participates in Day of 
Service gets a short course in citizenship and learns 
a valuable lesson about community involvement. 
Students and administrators have already started 
planning for next year's Day of Service. Involving 
more alumni and teaching students why community 
service is so important will help improve the event. 
Some students will walk away from Day of Service 
and never think twice about it. Some will learn from 
their experience, making volunteerism a regular part 
of their lives. All of us, it is hoped, will commit our-
selves to giving back in years to come. 
Radio team sets the tone 
Staying awake for 50 hours is impressive. Doing it 
for charity is almost noble. 
When senior Don Glasgow and junior John Kerber 
went off the air March 28, ending 106 VIC-FM's SO-
Hour Marathon to benefit the Task Force for Battered 
Women, they weren't just DJs. They were champions. 
The two DJs, along with street team Dash Andrews 
and Jeremy Allen, both seniors, and the rest of the 
VIC crew, were the true embodiment of Day of 
Service. Their efforts raised nearly $4,000 for the task 
force, which provides support services for women and 
children who have been victims of abuse. 
For 13 years, the VIC staff has been hosting the 
marathon to raise money for local charities. They 
need no reward, no prompting from a college-spon-
sored service project. The event has become a tradi-
tion for VIC, and the station should be commended 
for its work. 
Perhaps the most admirable facet of the SO-Hour 
Marathon was the self-sacrifice of the DJs. Allen, 
Andrews, Glasgow and Kerber went far beyond the 
expectations of Day of Service. That type of commit-
ment is something every member of the college 
should seek to emulate. 
Day of Service will soon be a fond recollection. 
Until next year, VIC's devotion to the SO-Hour 
Marathon should serve as an example everyone can 
follow. 
ITHACAN INFORMATION 
Letters to the editor are due by 5 p.m. the Monday before 
publication, and should include name, plwne number; major and 
year of graduation. 
Letters must be less than 250 words and typewritten. The 
Ithacan reserves the right to edit letters for length, clarity and 
taste. The opinion editor will contact all indiv1auals who submit 
letters. 
Opinions expressed on these pages do not necessarily reflect 
those of farnlty, staff and administration. "Our View" is written 
by the opinion editor. 
A single copy ofThe Ithacan is available from an authorized 
distribution point to any individual within Tompkins County. 
Multiple copies and mail subscriptions are available from The 
Ithacan office. Please call (607) 274-3208for rates. 
All Ithaca College students, regardless ofrnajor; are invited !O 
join The Ithacan staff Interested students slwulii contact an edi-
tor or manager listeil to the left or visit The Ithacan office in 
Park Hall Room 269. 
Mailing address: 269 Park Hall, Ithaca College, Ithaca, N. Y., 
/4850-7258 
Telephone: (607) 274-3208 Fax:: (607) 274-1565 
E-mail: ithacan@ithaca.edu 
World Wule Web: hltp:llwww.ithaca.edu/ithacan 
-
Okay, now that 
Day of Service ls 
over, could the 
real DJs please 
come back from 
,the food pantry? 
'Killing the messenger' 
imperils free thought 
Do you think The Ithacan should not be 
regulated? Do you think students who pay 
tuition here should be allowed to read pro-
Nazi advertisements? Do you think our com-
munity should be exposed to such ignorance 
arid hatred? Do you think The Ithacan 
should be able to print whatever it wants to 
foster debate and stimulate conversation? 
For those who answered yes to any of the 
above questions, please stop· reading-you 
already agree with me. Docs anybody 
remember 1776? It was the year groups of 
crazies and radicals founded this country. 
The foundation of our country grew from the 
blood, sweat and tears of those who believed 
in the fundamental rights of freedom of 
speech and expression. 
I am one of the first people to argue over 
the advertisement in The Ithacan whose con-
tents claimed the Holocaust never existed. I 
am also one of the first people to say The 
Ithacan has the right to state its beliefs. Did 
anyone ever hear the expression "don't kill 
the messenger?" Many people are angry at 
The Ithacan when they should be directing 
their anger at the creators of the ad. More 
energy needs to be directed toward arguing 
the contents of the advertisement rather than 
where the contents arc published. 
College is a time of expression and learn-
ing. It is the time for radical ideas and open 
forum and debate. I for one do not want oth-
ers to tell me what I can read and not read. I 
want to decide for myself and not have 
Congress decide for me. 
"Sir, I do not agree with a word you say, 
but I will fight to the death to hear you say 
it." Voltaire's words are words we should all 
live by as free thinking individuals. 
JOHN WHITNEY '99 
Holocaust ad tasteless 
I was disturbed and offended to sec an ad 
in The Ithacan on M~rch 4 questioning the 
Holocaust. I was not surprised that there arc 
groups of people who deny that the 
Holocaust happened. I was surprised that 
The Ithacan found it necessary to print this 
hateful advertisement that is anti-Semitic in 
nature. In a time when so many of us at 
Ithaca College are working towards diversi-
ty and tolerance, it is sad to sec The Ithacan 
involving itself in such a racially offensive 
endeavor. 
Some people are under the impression 
that the inclusion of an ad is a First 
Amendment right. Let me remind Thi'? 
Ithacan that this is not the case. If a new-nazi 
group wanted to speak on the Free Speech 
Rock, it would be a different story. The 
Ithacan has the right and responsib*ty to 
use discretion when deciding whether or not 
to accept a paid advertisement. Clearly, by 
printing this offensive ad, The Ithacan 
showed bad judgment. In order to remedy 
this lapse of judgment, I recommend that 
The Ithacan acknowledges the mistake and 
apologizes to the Ithaca community. To 
stand behind the decision to include the ad 
effectively associates The Ithacan with the 
hate groups who make up these morally 
repugnant ads in the first place. Perhaps The 
Ithacan should invest a little more time and 
discretion before they print such reprehensi-
ble advertisements. 
ETHAN ERLICH 
President of the Hillel Student Board 
Cane gets kiss of death 
We would like to thank everyone who 
participated in ScxFcst '99, which took 
place March 23. The event was a great suc-
cess-there was an excellent turnout, and 
everyone involved had a lot of fun. SexFest 
was organized to provide an open environ-
ment for discussion of sexuality and safe 
sex. Although this environment was suc-
cessfully created, we would like to address 
one aspect of the evening. Our featured 
speaker, William C_anc, author of'TheArt of 
Kissing," gave an hour long kissing work-
shop featuring student volunteers. During 
planning for this event, the sponsoring orga-
nizations (SAGE, PASE, SAVAW, BIGAY-
LA and AIDS Working Group) worked to 
find a speaker who would openly represent 
all aspects of sexuality. Both he and his agent 
assured us that this program would meet our 
expectations. To our frustrations, his pro-
gram reinforced many stereotypical views of 
gender roles and sexual orientation in our 
society. 
In the future, we plan to take a more com-
prehensive approach to speaker selection. 
We do hope, however, that this will serve as 
a reminder of the discrimination and domi-
nant cultural views that still exist in this 
country, despite advances to the contrary. On 
a good note, the first hour of SexFest-com-
priscd of student songs, skits and readings-
was non-biased and diverse, and exceeded 
all our expectations. We hope to repeat that 
success in the following years as this annual 
event continues. Finally, we would like to 
take this opportunity to rcaffinn our com-
mitment to open, accurate and accessible 
sexuality education. 
MINDY LAIS '99 
NEIL GOYAL '99 
CARLA SANTORA '00 
TARA FOLEY '02 
SHELLEY FACENTE '02 
SAGE, PASE, SAVAW, BIGAYLA 
and AIDS Working Group 
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Pataki's cuts to aid would place 
'incredible strain' on students 
Every student at Ithaca 
College, whether a New York 
state resident or not, should be 
deeply concerned about Governor 
George Pataki's proposed legisla-
tion. As 
director 
of finan-
cial aid, I 
am keen-
ly aware 
of the 
wonder-
ful out-
comes 
that hap-
pen when 
students 
receive 
financial 
assistance for their higher educa-
tion ambitions. If passed, I believe 
Pataki's proposal would seriously 
harm the future of Ithaca College 
and place an incredible strain on 
students and parents attempting to 
finance their education. I strongly 
object to the cuts to higher educa-
tion proposed in Pataki's budget 
and encourage all students to 
make their opinions heard by their 
legislators on this issue. 
The proposed restructuring of 
the Tuition Assistance Program 
changes the manner in which the 
grant is calculated. Instead of usirig 
New York State Net Taxable 
Income, the Federal Adjusted 
Gross Income will be used in the 
calculations. Since the Federal A GI 
is always higher than NYSNTI, 
students will receive less TAP or 
none at all. 
The proposal also requires a stu-
dent to complete 15 credit hours per 
semester in order to receive a full 
TAP award the following semester. 
This does not provide a student with 
any flexibility in planning schedules 
or dealing with a personal crisis. 
The analysis completed at 
Ithaca College demonstrates that 
nearly 89 percent of our TAP stu-
dents will sec their awards reduced 
or eliminated if this legislation is 
enacted. And while the concept of 
providing students with additional 
funding (the Achievement 
Incentive Dividend) for bachelor 
degree-seeking students who grad-
uate within four years is enticing, it 
should not be at the expense of the 
aid students need while attending 
school. 
The Pataki proposal also calls 
for . level funding for the HEOP 
program. This requires the college 
to continue to provide the vast 
majority of funding for the pro-
gram. Finally, Bundy Aid, a source 
of revenue for the college based 
upon the mnnber of graduated stu-
dents, has not been fully_ 
funded for years. • • • 
All these things 
impact student lives TAP 
financially, and the TAP~ 
college cannot be T~P 
expected to TAP" 
absorb all the .JM 
loss-tuition 
would rise and 
families will have 
to contribute 
more, borrow 
more or find other 
resources to fill the 
gap. As a student I 
would ask myself "is 
it possible for me to 
continue my education 
with these kinds of cut-
backs in student aid pro-
grams?" Unfortunately, I think the 
answer for many would be "maybe 
not," or even worse, "no." 
So what can be done? Oppose 
this legislation. New York state is 
seeing its largest surplus in years. 
Tell your legislator you want to 
raise the maximum TAP award 
from $4,125 to the desired $5,000. 
Continue to base TAP eligibility on 
NYS Net Taxable Income, 
drop the proposed 15 credit 
hour requirement, commit 
to full funding of the 
Bundy Aid program at 
the statutory level 
and increase 
fµnding for 
HEOP. Make a 
difference in 
your future 
and that of 
those that 
follow after 
you. 
Larry 
Chambers 
Director of 
Financial Aid 
Debates and commentaries will appear in this spot each week. The Ithacan encourages the Ithaca 
College community to participate. Call Opinion Editor Scott R. Hepburn at The Ithacan at 274-3208. 
thacan 
lJnquirer 
Megan Krouse 
Business Management '99 
. '_ .. _(~~~~ 
"The Real Worlcl:" 
should contlif.' " 
There should 'bi'\m 
shops for seniors' 
and run contlniicr 
-~ -~J}-:{', 
Beth Rubel 
Speech Pathology '02 
"The~~~;/ 
toomany , 
stlckera:a,f 
to park.":'\,. 
Jason Fraggos 
TV-R '99 
--~:'• :-;v-: ,~ ~~' h· ~~> :;:~ 
Michael Mandel 
Drama '00 
Ben Slater 
TV-A '99 
Photos by 
Scott R. Hepburn 
Melissa Walker 
Telecomm. Management '99 
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OneMan's 
TAKE 
AdamB. 
Ellick 
Ithacan 
Columnist 
In need of help 
It's that time. Once again, reg-
istration packets are circulating 
the campus. In order to help you 
with your class selection I've done 
some digging in the course cata-
logue and found the most worth-
less or ridiculous classes at Ithaca 
College. In no particular order ... 
Women and Men in 
Management (885-34500). Would 
this class be any different if the 
title was just "Management?" I 
mean, who else manages besides 
men and women. Maybe the class 
itself 1s not that worthless, but the 
title is in desperate need of revi-
sion. And speaking of need for 
revision ... 
Introduction To Broadcast 
Production (221-10 I 00). Can 
anyone say two-year technical 
school? Pressing buttons won't 
make you a well-rounded person. 
With technology changing at its 
current pace, this class is about as 
useful as my Apple Ile. And 
speaking of apples ... 
Healthy Choices (662-10500). I 
have this one in my freezer and it 
only cost $3.99. There's no need 
for a college class in which the con-
tents can be learned at Jenny Craig. 
And speaking of Jenny Craig ... 
The Problem of Evil (3 l 4-
20600). Yes, evil is problemat-
ic. And if you didn't know that 
by now, there are more impor-
tant classes you should be tak-
ing, like ... 
Outdoor Living Skills (661-
11000). Breathe, breathe, eat, 
drink, eat, sleep. OK, not every 
class has to change the world, but 
then again, this could come in 
handy if you're a victim of the col-
lege's housing policies.And if you 
have a college education, the 
chances of you living outdoors are 
unlikely, unless you take ... 
Driver and Traffic Safety 
(660-34100). If you really want 
to be a driver's ed. teacher, try a 
school with tuition less than 
$24,000. Unless this class teach-
es students where to put the key 
in the Saab, it's useless. I know 
safety is important, but three 
credits is pushing it. And speak-
ing of pushing it ... 
Hand Therapy (672-68500). 
The catalog reads, "Ethical issues 
are covered." Here's a hint: If the 
hand is blue and you're tightening 
the wrap, it's unethical. And 
speaking of unethical ... 
Writing for Public Relations 
(221-33200). As if writing mat-
ters in this profession. I thought 
being a slime-ball was the only 
requirement. 
Follow my word and research 
your classes. Finding a good pro-
fessor or a stimulating topic will 
prove more valuable than an easy 
class that fits your schedule. Good 
luck. 
Adam Elllck la a senior 
journalism major. 
• 
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SUMMER IN MAINE: Coed, rasldel 11181 
COOl> il souhem lake regials seeks gen-
eral CXUlS8klrs, olli:e st,WOrtstalf ln:f 
specially <XlUlS8lors il Iha fchw'lg areas: 
WSl's, llegl.ads, watersking, boalilg, 
Jioogllphy, arts & aalls. terris, general 
a1tietics. Cml) season: 621 -8fl2 For 
u1her normalioo, OClflB:t Ava Gdctra1, 
Direcb', JGC Cml) Kilgswood, 333 
NEtamnStreet, Newm, MA02459, 
617,244-6124, er email 
no@kilgsmod.org 
FREE RADIO+ $12501 
R.n:iaiser open t, slldent gr<ll.pS & orga-
rizalions. Earn~ per VmMC app. 
We Sl4JPly al maalals atro oost Cal for 
no crvistt ourwebsila. Cluaifl8d calers 
reooiYa a FREE Baby Boom Bax. 1-000-
932-052.8 x 65.www.ocmcnicepts.cx:m 
A presUglous Northeast camp 
seeks caring and motivated lndl-
vlduals for summer counselor 
positions. Skills in music (all instru-
ments and piano), tennis, magic, cir-
cus, art, land and water sports, 
skateboarding, mountain biking, 
ceramics, jewelry, rocketry, puppetry, 
gymnastics, fencing, computers, 
(Mac based), climbing tower and 
challenge ropes course are needed. 
Please contact French Woods, P.O. 
Box n0086, Coral Springs, FL, 
330n or call 1-BO(M;34-1703 for 
application and further information. 
Email at admln@frenchwoods.com 
Musicians wanted for prestigious 
New York State Arts Camp. 
Counselors who can play and teach 
the following instruments are espe-
cially needed: Oboe, Clarinet, 
Saxophone,Bassoon,Hom, 
Trombone, Percussion, Violin, Viola, 
Bass and Guitar. Please contact: 
French Woods, P.O. Box n0086, 
Coral Springs, FL, 330TT or call 1-
800-634-1703 for application and fur-
ther information. Email at 
admin@frenchwoods.com 
CAMP COUNSEL.ORS· NEW YORK 
Coed Trim-down Fitness Camp. Hike 
and play in the Catskill Mountains. 
Only 2 hourn from NY City. Have a 
great summer. Make a difference In 
kids' lives! Good salary, Internship 
credits & free Rm./Bd. All Sports, 
Water Skiing, Canoeing, Ropes, 
Lifeguards, Crafts, Dance, Aerobics, 
Nutrition & Counselors, Kitchen, 
Office & Might Watchman. 120 posi-
tions. Camp Shane (800) 292-2267. 
Web: www.campshane.com 
Terns, walBrsld ood saing CXUlSelors 
needed at children's spor1S C3ll)S in 
Massactusetls. If }Q.I 8f'P'/terlis, sking 
or saili1g Inf love kids then check us CUil 
We offer saay, oorrl)lele travel, room, 
board. Cal 800-494-6238 or e-mail 
jobs@~cx:m 
SUMMER CAMP COUNSELORS 
NEEDED FOR PREMIER CAMPS IN 
MASSACHUSETTS. Positions avail-
able for talented, energetic and fun lov-
ing students as counselors in all team 
sports, all individual sports such as 
tennls & golf, waterfront and pool activ-
ities Including art, dance, theatre, gym-
nastics, newspaper, rocketry & radio. 
GREAT SALARIES, room, board and 
travel. June 19-August 18. Enjoy a 
great summer that promises to be 
unforgettable. MAH-KEE-NAC 
(Boys): 1-800-753-9118. DANBEE 
(Girts): 1-800-392-3752. 
www.greatcampjobs.com 
FOR RENT 
3 or 4 Bedroom Apartment Fully 
Furnished South Hill Between IC and 
downtown. $275 per room includes 
heat. Call 272-1704. 
Student One and Two Bedroom: 
Must see! Food, Shopping, Parking, 
laundry on premises. Greenhouses, 
skylights, Patio Access, City Views. 
Perfect, Quiet, Cosmopolitan. Center 
lthacaApts. Call 272-5275. 
Above Chapter House on Stewart 
Ave. in Collegetown. 1 and 3 
Bedrooms. 1 Bedroom $570-$600. 3 
Bedroom $410 per person. Heat 
included. 257-0313. 
Pets O.K!! Modem studios and 2 bed-
College Circle 
Apartments 
NOW RENTING FOR THE 1999-2000 SCHOOL YEARH 
TWO, THREE, FOUR AND FIVE 
BEDROOM APARTMENTS 
CALL NOW FOR BEST SELECTION!!! 
Rent the entire apartment or a room to share. 
Undergraduate and graduate apartments. 
FURNISHED, FREE PARKING, ON-SITE LAUNDRY 
24-HOUR EMERGENCY MAINTENANCE 
Next to the Ithaca College Campus 
607-277-1221 
rooms with open living area/kitchen, 
fireplace and skylight $400-$720. 
Also 1 and 2 bedrooms In Historic 
house. $495-$700 (heat Incl). Comer 
of Rt 366 and Mt. Pleasant Rd. In 
Varna. Avail June/Aug 257-0313. 
Grad Complex In Cayuga Heights. 
Studios/separate bedroom and large 
1 bedrooms. Heat included, near 
shopping and on bus route. Close to 
malls $595-$660. Avail June, July, 
and August. 257-0313. 
Summer '99 3 Bedrooms, Spacious, 
new and clean, laundry room, free 
parking, and dishwasher, balcony -
great for summer- Hillview Place. 
From late May till July 31st. $250 per 
person. 
Beautiful fully furnished 6 bedroom 
house, one half mile to campus. Free 
washer/dryer, $250 each. Plus elec-
tricity eleven month lease starting Aug 
1st. Parking. 2n-2568. 
MUST SEEi 3 BEDROOM APART-
MENT IN DUPLEX, modem & fur-
nished, 1 1/2 baths, free laundry, 
off-street parking, walk to IC & 
Downtown, on bus route. 273-3054. 
South Hill. Unfurnished 2 Bedroom 
apt. with beautiful view. Faculty pre-
ferred. Call for details. Non-smoker. 
NO PETS. 272-8148 or 272-3253. 
1999-2000 duplexes. Three or four 
bdrm furnished, laundry (non-coin), 
parking, balconies. Call 273-8576. 
3 Bedroom Apartment, 2 living rooms, 
1 car parking. For information call 
John. 564-0222. 
Student Housng. Ni:ely furished 4 BR 
~nearCornrons and 
Collegetcmn. Available Juy 1st $335 per 
person plus. EHP Rentals. 277-5669. 
1 Bedroom, spacious. Very open & sumy. 
Close to downlo'Ml & Coomons. $475.00. 
Call Rich 272-4146. 
Four bedroom townhouses furnished. 
Computer desks, fireplace, two parking 
spaces per bedroom. Suburban loca-
2-8 BEDROOM 
APARTMENTS & 
HOUSES NEAR 
ITHACA COLLEGE 
AND DOWNTOWN 
GARAGES, PARKING, 
AND COIN 
OPERATED 
WASHER/DRYER AT 
SOME 
LOCATIONS 
tion, walk to Ithaca College. 273-9300. 
Exciting lofts, rustle/contemporary 
designs, stone fireplaces, 1 + 2 bed· 
room, Includes major utilities, walk to 
IC. 273-9300. 
Ideal for grads/professionals, con-
temporary living, co-zy 1 + 2 bedroom 
townhouses, fireplaces, bright, clean 
garages available, off-street parking. 
273-9300. 
EFF Apt, wood floor. Close to IC & 
Commons on Hudson St. $390, 
includes heat. Call Rich 272-4146. 
Spacious 3 Bedroom apt downtown. 
Great location. Call 272-4146. 
RENT NOW: Modem furnished 3 
bedroom apartment In duplex, 1 1 /2 
baths, free washer/dryer, off-street 
parking, 273-3054. 
3 or 4 Bedroom Apartments on South 
Hill. $275 per room, includes heat. 
Call 272-1740. 
3 Bedrooms lower Hudson St. 
Reasonable rent. 2n-n65. 
4 Bedroom House Close to IC (almost 
on C811l)US). Unfurnished, $295/person, 
includes utilities. 9 1 /2 month lease. 
Available 8/1199. 273-5257. 
3, 4, + 5 Bedroom rouse, P~ 
Ave. Gal 272-6647 or 280-3258. 
205 Prospect Street. Apartment for 
rent for three students. Available 
August 1. Call John 564-0222 any-
time after 11 a.m. and until 9 p.m. 
LAKE HOUSE 4-5 bedrooms, fur-
nished, fireplace, all appliances, 
decks, dock. Lease: late August '99 -
May. $1,275 plus utilities. 277-3370 
home, 273-8374 work. 
Two bedroom apts on Pem Ave. $325 
person, or 4 bedroom apt near Coomons, 
$280 person, fuly furnished, June or Aug 
leases, disrot.nt of 1/2 roonths rent for 
g:xxl grades. 277-7291. 
ONE BEDROOM with study. Near 
Commons, new kitchen/bath, large 
$465 incl. heat, furn., parking, lndry., 
Avail. June. Call 273-4781. 
1 & 2 Bedroom apartments down-
town. Beautiful, spacious, Victorian or 
European styles, fully furnished, bus 
route to campus, $480-$650. CSP 
Management 277-6961. 
1999-2000 
Three or four bedroom furnished, with 
in-site, non-coin operated 
washer/dryer, free parking, conve-
nient location, balconies, 1 O or 12 
month lease offered. Call 273-8576. 
2 and 3 BR apts. furnished. 1 mile to 
'THuRSDAY,APRIL I, 1998 
IC. Utilities and parking Inc. 10 month 
lease, August to May. No deposit 
required. 2TT-3937. 
Twenty-two windows, 2 bedroom, 
eat-In kitchen, hardwood floors, 
lncludas utlllUes, laundry, off- -
street parking. 273-9300. 
Best deal In town I 3 bdrm: spacious, 
co-zy, free laundry, 10 min. walk to IC. 
Coddington Rd. $350/pers. All includ-
ed. Call 272-8496. 
On the Commons, attractive, spacious 
apartments. 3 Bedrooms, furnished. 
Heat Included. 272-7441 or 2n-0021. 
Apts + Houses available Aug. 1, 1999, 
Kendall Ave. 3, 4 + 5 bedroom fur-
nished, 11-month lease. Please call 
273-9221 between 8 am.+ 4 p.m., after 
4 p.m. + on weekends call 272-2558. 
Absolutely Beautiful four bedroom 
apartment. South HIii, close to 
Downtown. Fully furnished, recent-
ly renovated, painted. Large sunny 
rooms, low utllltles. Call 347-4689 
or 347-4513. 
3 BEDROOM FURNISHED APART-
MENT with-covered parking, on-site 
laundry, wall-to-wall carpeting, spa-
cious rooms, large closets, on bus 
route, starting at $210 per person. 
GREAT LOCATION FOR IC. JAMES 
E. GARDNER JR. 2n-3232 OR 
WWW.JAMESGARDNER.COM 
3-8 Bedroom Apartments + Houses 
near Ithaca College and Downtown. 
Garages, parking and coin-op wash-
er/dryer provided on specific units. 
Call 272-2863. 
5 & 6 BEDROOM HOUSEi Near 
Commons, spacious rooms, 2 baths, 
dining room, hardwood floors and car-
pet, low utilities only $305 per person! 
Call CSP Management 277-6961. 
4 BEDROOM 1/2 HOUSEi Close to 
Commons, free parking, study/office, 
eat-in kitchen, unfurnished, wall- to-
wall carpet, $295 per person! Call 
CSP Management 277-6961 
2 BEDROOM apartments on Prospect 
St. Fully furnished, free parking, large 
rooms, close to IC and Commons. 
$300-365 per person. 2n-6961. 
COMMONS WEST 
DOWNTOWN'S BEST 
ELEVATOR BUILDING 
Luxury studio, 1, 2 and 3 bedrooms on 
Ithaca Commons. Bright, quiet, air con-
ditioned apartments with huge windows 
and closets. Enjoy intercom, laundry, 
on-site staff. 12 minute walk or frequent 
bus at comer. 237-9462. 
www.ithacarenting.com 
See CLASSIFIED, page 28 
James E. 
REAL 
Gardner 
ESTATE 
Jr. 
..£. a;:rea,"lie:r 
•ei.eeuo.n. o1 
~~_...e«••e.n.#M j:u "lih.e 
.I-eh.BA)&, a,,rea, 
Collegetown 
) Downtown 
Lake Front 
South Hill 
Efficiencies to eight-bedroom houses 
Furnished and unfurnished 
Quality units at affordable prices 
24-hour maintenance services 
277-3232 
,._. :rw. T.i.oa;a, 8-tree"t 
www.jamesgardner.com 
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RUBES BY LEIGH RUBIN 
''Boy, you gotta admit we're up against 
some pretty stHf competition." 
--
--
..___ 
~ IO·l<> 
"The trick to avoiding boredom Is to have 
I 
a hobby. Mine, for example, Is beard growing." 
---- -- ·-. - -
Leganza™ CDX 4-door Sedan 
Leganza vs. Accord/Camry Daewoo Honda LeganzaCDX Accord LX 
Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price1 $18,910 $20,205 
Manufacturer's Equipment 
3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered Yes No 
Leather Seating Surfaces Yes No 
In-Dash CD Player Yes No 
Automatic Temperature Control Yes Manual 
Traction Control System Yes No 
---
Power Tilt & Slide Moonroof Yes No 
..----~- -- --- - --- . -- ---~-----· -- ----· 
- -- - -----·--
Car Alarm -.vjRem-9te _ Keyless Entry Yes No 
-
Front Fog Lights Yes No 
_ Alloy Wheels Yes No 
-- -
-- --- -- -------·-· - - ----- --------
Comparably-Equipped Price11 $18,910 I $20,205 
Toyota 
Camry LE 
$20,218 
No 
$1,100 
$190 
Manual 
No 
----------
$1,000 
- - - -
-----
$399 
$399 
$365 
~-
------- ---· 
$23,671 
<;;reat College Financing. 
Most college students have a hard time affording even a used 
car. That's why Daewoo is pleased to -introduce our special 
college financing program where it's easy to buy a great, 
new car. Our plan offers low monthly payments and special 
interest-only financing for the first one or two years. Which 
means you'll be able to still afford gas. Our plan also offers . 
seniors and recent graduates a great opportunity to show off 
their independence by applying for financing without mom 
and dad's help. Remember; this offer is only available to college 
students, so be sure to take advantage of it Start by checking 
out the charts below to see how good we look versus those 
other cars you've been looking at Then by checking out how 
good we'll look in your driveway. 
Nubira™ CDX 4-door Sedan 
Nubtra vs. Civic/Corolla Daewoo Honda Toyota Nublra CDX Civic LX Corolla LE 
Manufacturer's Suggested Retail Price* $14,610 $16,045 $16,088 
Manufacturer's Equipment 
3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered Yes No No 
In-dash CD Player Yes No $100 
AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette Yes No Cassette Yes 
Anti-Lock Braking System Yes No $550 
Front Fog Lights Yes No No 
~------------
Car Alarm w/Remote Keyless Entry Yes No $399 
Air Conditioning Yes Yes Yes 
---
Power Windows Yes Yes Yes 
Comparably-Equipped Pricell $14,610 $16,045 $17,137 
<O 199'J Daewoo Mott,- Amm:a, Inc Daewoo, Leganza, Nubtra ancl Laoos llll trarenm<s of Daewoo Mato' Amcnca, Inc Pl. olher trademar1<S ~ alxM, belong to ttieir ruspeciM) OY,OOfS and are used solely ICJ con,p;,ra1Ml pu<J)05CS 
• Llrmoo 3 )"JS or 36,CXXJ m,~ warranty Program delalls available at cu Daewoo staes 
- Dae.loo flotor Amenca, Inc 11111!1J,]l1ll1teeforLI)to60100'11hs from date of rumase the lrale-in value of a 1999 Daev.oo;wlde, 0(JJal to the bes1 se1uog vehJde in Amenca In Iha! segment l'lhen ,oo ~another""" Daev.oo velldo, rosed oo resirull trooe-r, value ptblishoo by the Natooaf Au1Imtile DealersAssoaatm (NADAl Used CarTradc-
ln vaue Guoo, or oltler lrd.Jstry-wile acceitoo reference swre In the ewot the NADA Used ea Trale-il ValJe GUtoo Is oo 1:r1ger f)Wllsllld QJ.niloo ~ 1o imtiase of art Y8Hde other than a new Daewoo l.llhde frool oo auttotzoo Daewoo ~ Amenca, Inc COOl)allY-OMllld retailer, Coostm, lllJSt relaln a1gra11y flJ'dlased Daewoo 
'lffik:le for at leastooo year DlfO' awieS mt 1D college student; atan accrOOited 4-~ailleglytnYersl See strres forootllls_ Oflergood 311!>'991D000/99 Restrictms oo mieageand ard1krl of tnrll-il wttle may <wtY Dlfer Is rm-lr.I1s1erable, 
' ttJ mlmge restr'ctb'6. Dtt.l1r nu;t be 18 ims of ,,;ie CJ (tiJ v.i!f1 a vafKl ctl.«'s bml ancl p-oo r1 rrua-.:e ~ al O'MIS wl IJJalfy for lte test ciM! See soa to soo d 1W ~ Sue may l1'Ml lmled arort d cas avalWe for ru ltflJe my e;t OM!, fftmq ~ ~ lfrald lire r1u See DooMxl soa for ootlis. 
'' C.oo1)0tJtMl ilsilln:e <µJles ancl ror(l8llSOO avadatle ttro,,;i :w JX11Y swre. 
'" ErrugITT::y rtalsile assistn:u mt See sfDfeS f(I' detais ,.. avadaJle ., Hawaii (J AJasl<a_ 
' 1999 mxlel )m' MSW rouJes deslrlatxlr1 ancl e>lduoo taxes. lltle, laJBl ancl ~ Jrt:es refloc1 mooo1s With autanatx: transmssm 
"n:lules~ Procu:tmnµmmlllli-iooJU*;tmrn.ruta::ttnrsdalaesofFoo. 1999.Srute:Kele-ta.ielkxi(websl!f'Ul.1999, 
' Prnferred ~ ~ 2 aa!s $1,665 , 
' AYilllable to quaJ,fled lndMduals enrolled In or been aa:epted for mall1culatlon al an acaedfad 4-year col1ege/uru'ler through a piW1lopatln',J a,nsumer financmg instf1u1kJn Qualified co-sign may be requued Some restrk:tloos wrn apply 
• Senm with Income and credll history, Other r8Sbictloos may apply See stm f<I' details. 
' Seniors wl1l*l 6 moottls of i,aruallon or recent gracltales wl1l*l !he last 2 j981'S, both wll1l a ver1fialJle job or job dfer_ Olhef reslt1lons may <WfY. 
' Moothtf payment of ln1ereSt mt rung klleresl-Ony POOOd (2-yein for jlI1iors ood 1-)9 lor 6llilnj folk-i by~ montt,ly peymllllsof imc,pal and ln1Erast for lhe balanc8 of the cordnK:I ternl, Down paymtlll. 1aX ard license fees due at il:eptlon, 
• Fa~- $66 per monlh tor lJrol S-JOR for 14> ID 24 monfhs for )Lnors anc114> ti 12 monlhs for S8llionl at 9,75'11, APR lhrough lnllrest mt~ avallalJle w1111 a (µlifted co-signer int 1o,i, down payment, then $207 per nmth for 48 months at 9 75'11, N>R_ Base ums s price of $8,999 ls 
1999 MSIF, lrddng $250 deslila1iln ctage as of 9/98, ~ tmes, tag. and lllle, ~ ID avalallllly, 
The aJleQe lm1dng PRVOOl 111d ll'lldHl vakll gun,IBe descrlJed her1*1 are not d:t wllh ~ miler ollanl fnln Daewoo lotllDr Amet1ca, Inc, 
' ....... - .... - .. - - . - . -
., 
A First from Daewoo. 
Senior Senior speciaf Low interest, 
long term financing 
College graduates1 low interest, 
long term financing 
Low interest, long term financing 
I year deferred (interest only) payment 
followed by equal installments up to 4-~ 
Lanos™ SE 4-door Sedan 
Lanos vs. Chevy Metro Daewoo LanosSE 4DR 
Manufacrurer's Suggested Retail Price* $11,700 
Manufacturer's Equipment 
3-Year Scheduled Maintenance Covered Yes 
AM/FM Stereo w/Cassette Yes 
Automatic Transmission 4-speed 
Power Windows Yes 
Power Door Locks Yes 
No 
Yes 
Chevy 
Metro LSI 4DR 
$J 1,427 
No 
Pkg.+ 
3-speed 
No 
$220 
-----
Car Alarm w/Remote Keyless Entry Yes No 
Air Conditioning 
Power Steering 
Comparably-Equipped Priceii 
$700 Pkg.+ 
Yes Pkg.+ 
$12,400 $13,312 
Daewoo of Smithtown 
587 E. Jericho Turnpike 
(516) 979-0111 
--
Low Cost of Ownership. 
· Most cars will cost you a lot of money every year on maintenance. 
Not Daewoo. With our amazing regular scheduled maintenance 
program, you won't pay anything extra for the first 3 years:* That's 
right Zilch. Even brake pads and wiper blades are included. And to 
make it even easier; we have hundreds of friendly service centers 
throughout the country for your convenience. Daewoo takes care 
of so many :things, about all you have to do is just add gas. 
Guaranteed Trade-in Value. 
You're also getting a great investment if you buy a Daewoo 
before 6/30/99. Because when you're ready to trade-in your 
used Daewoo for a new Daewoo, we'll match the trade-in 
value to the best selling car in its class!* It's a guaranteed 
way to get the most value out of your car. And it's only 
available from Daewoo. And only for college students. 
To learn more about Daewoo, stop by a Daewoo Store 
or talk to a Daewoo Campus Advisor. And find out how 
easy it is to finish your four years on four wheels. 
Crib Sheet 
• Regula,- scheduled maintenance covered for 
the first 3 yezirs/36.000miles 
• Gu:.-u-Jnte:cd uade-i1, value 
• 3-dJy test d i-ive 
• SpeciJI college finJrKing 
• Well-equipped at i,o cxci-:-i chJi·gc 
• No hassle pr-icing 
• Insurance Answer· Cer1tc1· 
• 24-hour emergency 1-oJdside assistance for 
3 years/36,000miles 
DAEWOO® 
www.daewoous.com or 1-877-GO-DAEWOO 
Daewoo of Syracuse 
260 I Erie Blvd. East 
(3 15) 445-1618 
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one of us is 
born alike. 
Diversifying 
Ithaca College 
an open forum discussion 
with 
President Peggy Williams 
and 
Vice President Jack Oblak 
Assistant Provost Tanya Saunders 
Dean of Enrollment Larry Metzger 
Affirmative Action Officer Michael Powell 
Monday, April 5 at & p.m. 
Textor 102 
Sponsored by the Student Government Association 
andthe 
Office of Student Trustee Kyle Johnson 
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a . ..L ,I, tile week 
.jj~-e!ti~hat every-
one.in the wo ·f s: -
sophomore S F. man 
Grounds crew 
-rises and shines 
BY CHUCK HOLLIDAY 
Senior writer 
4:45 a.m.-Darkness. I grab my boots, a pen and notepad and slip 
out of the room in an effort not to wake my roommate. Downstairs, 
my stomach is still queasy from a midnight snack of soda and cook-
ies, but I manage to wolf down a granola bar. Stuffing strawberry Pop 
Tarts into my camera bag, I head out for the Physical Plant to spend 
the day as an Ithaca College groundskeeper. 
5:25 am.-Mike Schultz, a veteran worker with more than two 
decades at the college, greets me at the door to the grounds building. 
"I guess I lost money on you," he says punching in. Apparently, 
some of the guys were taking bets on whether I could make the early 
roll call. 
Mike introduces me to Nick McCabe, one of two foremen on the 
22-person staff. He gives me a quick tour of the building. 
5:40 am.-We split into two groups to check the campus for ice. I 
go with Nick and Larry Creswell. The truck is crowded with three 
grown men and, to make matters worse, it's a standard. 
During the winter, the first priority each day is snow removal. 
Since it didn't snow the night before, we salt patches of ice. Warm 
temperatures during the day cause snowbanks to melt onto walkways 
and roads. Freezing temperatures at night reform patches that need to 
be salted or sanded before classes begin. 
Nick, a 19-year veteran, wears blue jeans and a Dallas Cowboys 
sweatshirt. Larry, a member of the crew for eight years, also wears 
blue jeans, a sweatshirt, vest and ball cap with the Carhart logo. 
Larry is quiet for much of the ride while Nick explains the crew's 
various duties. 
6:30 a.m.-We return to the shop and switch to a bigger truck loaded 
with asphalt. The sky is light blue now and an orange haze lights up 
the East. Larry has warmed up to me and we talk about the abun-
dance of deer on campus. Each hole only takes the men a minute or 
two so_I stay in the warm truck, which suits me fine . 
7:20 a.m.-Back at the shop for. a 10-minutc break, Nick shows me 
more organizational aspects of the job. A new addition to the crew's 
equipment is a special computer that shows weather data for the 
entire country. The system can be setup to monitor conditions and 
page crew members when bad weather enters the area. 
7:45 a.rn.-Dave Keelhar and Randy Snyder meet up with us at the 
baseball field. Both men wear metal-
Let's 
get szca 
rimmed aviator\ sunglasses. Nick says 
their main duty is to care for the athletic 
fields. 
Our objective for the morning is to put 
up a new batting net-easier said than 
done. The blue net is packed into a tight 
ball. It crackles as we struggle to expand 
it. 
! 
/ 
I 
/ 
CHUCK HOLLIDAY/THE ITHACAN 
TOP: LARRY CRESWELL uses a hacksaw to cut through a rusted rod on the pipe skeleton that sup-
ports the batting net The project was one of mariy In preparation for the spring sports season. 
DAVE KEELHAR, left, Randy Snyder, Larry Creswell and Nick McCabe stretch a new baseball batting 
cage net. The blue net, which comes packed tightly In a small box, Is made by a marine company. 
The net is also wider than the old one, so 
the guy-lines must be moved out further 
on the pipe skeleton. After more than 10 winters, the nuts are com-
pletely rusted. Larry goes at one with a hack saw while Randy drives 
to the shop to pick up a heavy-duty drill and bit. 
8:45 a.m.-Work stops for a morning break. We swing by Rogans. 
"The coffee's not too bad with some sugar," Nick tells me. I opt 
for Strawberry Quick, which he insists on paying for. 
The break ~om is about the size of a large dorm room. It has a 
few round tables and a mix of chairs. Conversation centers on Doug 
Flutie's new salary and the special at Red Lobster. 
"You could buy a little shack with that," Larry says in reference to 
Flutie's salary. 
9: 15 a.m.-Back to the field. Nick brings up the tractor and raises 
Dave and Larry in the bucket so they can drill the holes more easily. 
''I'll tell you, I had a whiskey eye on that sucker," Larry says, fin-
ishing a hole. With Nick operating the tractor and Dave and Larry in 
the bucket, the process moves faster. Meanwhile, Randy snowblows 
iJ.I1 area for two smaller nets. 
The sun disappears behind a cloud and a chill works its way under 
my jacket, sending a tingle up my spine. Larry glances at the halo, 
where the sun bums through, and pegs the time at 11 :45 a.m.; he's off 
by five minutes. 
Larry and Dave finish the hole, but Nick has run back to the shop, 
so the men have to wait. Using the added height, they discuss the 
view and the hunting prospects of a gully to the west. 
"I see why cmws sit in trees," Dave says. 
See A DAY, page 23 
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Accent 
On ... 
Brian Sherwin 
N-R'99 
Hometown: Randolph, 
N.J. 
Accomplishment I 
am most proud of: 
getting through four 
years of Ithaca College 
men's swimming 
What I'd be doing if I 
weren't here: I don't 
know, but I'd have more 
hair 
Pet Peeve: guys 
named Vern 
Things I can do with-
out: the traffic troll 
~ho wo1:1ld play me 
m a movie: Robert 
De Niro 
What TV show I don't 
miss: The X-Files 
Three things that can 
always be found in 
my refri~erator: half-
moons, mrlk and OJ 
People might be sur-
prised to lcnow that: 
my car works after all the 
abuse it has taken 
Person I'd most like 
to have dinner with: 
Kevin Markwardt 
Favorite class: 
Leisure and Society 
Animal most like me 
and why: a ram, 
sounded good at the 
time 
Recommended Web 
site: 
http://www.ithaca.edu/ 
athletics/mswim 
Where I'll be in 1 O 
years: Los Angeles 
Art 
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PHOTO ILLUSTRATION BY ALEX DARION/THE ITHACAN 
FRESHMAN STEPHANIE BURBACH saves a spot in the crowded Terrace parking lot. Difficulty finding a parking space Is a 
problem for Ithaca College students. As a result of the limitations, students have devised different techniques for finding parking spaces. 
A whole 'lot' of problems 
BY FRED TOPEL 
Ithacan Staff 
Difficulty finding a parking 
space is a given on the Ithaca 
College campus. Many articles 
and debates have been devoted to 
what can be done about the prob-
lem. I decided instead to study 
the coping mechanisms 'bf stu-
dents faced with the inevitable 
problem of parking their cars. 
On a Tuesday afternoon, I 
found more than 10 cars driving 
around the same lot, competing 
for one potential space. On the 
surface, it seemed like a random 
pursuit, but there was actually a 
logical process being implement-
ed. Many students have a plan of 
attack when they enter a busy 
parking lot. 
One popular strategy for find-
ing a space is following some-
body who is leaving class. 
Sophomore Jackie Bernstein is 
one practitioner of this method. 
"I basically just try and watch 
people coming out of class and 
see where they're headed," 
Bernstein said. "Usually people 
will give you a nod if they're 
going to their car." 
•• 
Senior Raymond Smith said it 
is not so simple. 
"Usually it's hard to find peo-
ple or, if you find people, they're 
already being followed by two 
cars," Smith said. 
There is also the difficulty of 
knowing whether or not people 
are going to a car or just walking 
home to their dorm. Junior Kevin 
Kehoe does not see this as a 
major difficulty. 
"If I see them by the entrance 
I'll ask them [ where they're 
going], but if I'm, like, in the 
middle of the parking lot, you can 
usually tell," Kehoe said. 
One alternative to the guess-
ing game of "follow the parker" 
is to actually drive people to their 
parking space and then take that 
space when they leave. Bernstein 
and Kehoe both said they would 
offer somebody a ride to their 
cars. Smith, on the other hand, 
said people should be careful 
whose'cars they get into. 
"I don't get into anybody 
else's car if I have no idea who 
they are," Smith said. "Well, 
okay I did it once, but they were 
cute." 
Then there is the issue of eti-
queue. Sometimes people wait 
for a space only to find that some-
body else has been waiting for it 
longer. If the second car is faster 
or more aggressive, there is 
seemingly nothing to stop its dri-
ver from beating the other car to 
the space. 
Every student I talked to said 
they would not take a space that 
somebody else had been waiting 
for. It is an unspoken code of 
ethics amongst Ithaca College 
parking seekers. 
"Oh, I'd never take their 
space," Bernstein said. "If some-
body's waiting I always let them 
have it. It's theirs rightfully." 
Smith concurred. 
"I gotta respect the first come, 
first served basis," Smith said. 
Junior Daneyelle Schrage also 
acknowledged the first come, 
first served rule. 
"I let them have it if they're 
waiting already," Schrage said. 
Although the students I spoke 
to advocated helping one another 
find parking, either by following 
people or actually giving rides, in 
practice, most people seemed to 
be more independent. 
As a test, I walked around the 
parking lot in front of Park Hall, 
holding my car keys conspicu-
ously, to see if anybody would 
stop and ask to follow me or give 
me a ride. Of the more than I 0 
cars that passed, none stopped to 
ask me where I was going. 
Even walking through the 
middle of the parking lot, only 
one car stopped me. Before that, 
there was a beige Honda that 
drove by me twice and still did 
not consider asking me for my 
space. Perhaps some people prac-
tice an "every man for himself' 
policy of parking. 
In any event, it is important to 
remain calm during the frustrat-
ing search for parking. Possible 
techniques to improve the situa-
tion include following others or 
actually offering them rides to 
their cars. If somebody gets to a 
space first, it is inappropriate to 
try to beat him or her to it. 
Smith offered some final 
words of caution. 
"[Don't] start driving around 
like a maniac running into peo-
ple, or trying to cause some kind 
of accident," Smith said. "I mean, 
that's not going to help the 
situation any." 
Portrait: Power of 
Compassion"-a collection 
of photos showing the 
struggles of libetan peo-
Music 
. • Tonight at 8: 15 assistant pro-
fessor Paige Morgan will give an 
oboe recital in the Ford Hall 
Auditorium. 
inet recital. At 8: 15 p.m. assistant 
professor Keith Kaiser will con-
duct a brass choir. 
ple. "Tibetan Portrait" will 
end on Sunday. 
Theater • Friday at 7 p.m. Mu Phi Epsilon 
will give a fraternity recital. 
• Saturday at 8: 15 p.m. there will 
be a guest recital of Spanish 
Brass performing "Luur Metalls." 
• On Tuesday graduate conduc-
tor James Park will lead the 
Ithaca College Symphony 
Orchestra in the performance of 
a collection of works. The con-
cert will take place at 8:15 p.m. in 
the Ford Hall Auditorium. 
• The Handwerker Gallery contin-
ues with the exhibit "Tibetan 
• "Flora the Red Menace"-a 
story about the experience a 
group.of individuals has when 
confronted with communism-
will continue to be shown at 
Dillingham. The last performance 
will be given on Saturday. 
• Monday night at 7 junior Tracey 
Snyder will give her elective clar-
• On Wednesday a~ 8:15 p.m. the 
Ithaca Wind Quintet will perform 
in the Ford Hall Auditorium. 
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,·swimming' allows music to flow 
BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
Ithacan Staff 
During the past year, sophomore 
Skott Freedman packed the ABC 
Cafe by delivering personal lyrics 
like "I took a risk and I dove, the fall 
scared me the most but I landed 
with my best fonn." This semester 
he took the risk and much to his 
fans' delight, released "Swimming 
After Dark," his first CD. 
Freedman titled his CD 
"Swimming After Dark" because 
it "is one of those things that defies 
what everyone tells you to do," 
Freedman said. "[It is] saying what 
you are not supposed to say." 
But some of Freedman's fans 
find nothing wrong with his lyrics. 
Sophomore Andrew Brandon 
saw him last year and remembers 
the show well. 
"We saw that the place was 
packed so we went in to see who 
was playing," Brandon said. "It 
was a good choice. He is a great 
entertainer." 
And he should be. Freedman 
has been playing the piano since 
he was 16 'but never released a 
CD. Now that he has, he is happy 
because people will be able to lis-
ten to his music whenever they 
want, not just when he gets the 
opportunity to play live. 
"I've wanted copies of his 
songs, I wanted everyone to hear 
what I had heard," said sophomore 
Barbara Brenner, a close friend of 
Freedman. "Since he plays with a 
piano, he can't play anywhere, so 
it's hard for him to find different 
locations. I wanted him to make 
me a copy of his music." 
But not everyone thought 
Freedman should record his 
music. When friend sophomore 
Dominic Rozzi was told 
Freedman planned to record his 
own CD, he was a little skeptical 
about it. 
"I have recorded CDs with 
groups I've been in, and the qual-
ity of sound isn't always great," 
Rozzi said. "Great songs usually 
lose something when they go 
from live performances to CD. 
But Skott was lucky to have got-
ten people behind him." 
Luck had a lot to do with it. 
Freedman found the Chicago-
based studio where he recorded 
the CD by flipping through the 
yellow pages. 
"I had a tight budget and I 
found this place for $80 an hour," 
Freedman said. "I recorded for 
three hours, first vocals, piano and 
then background." 
His friends said the result is a 
faithful adaptation of Freedman's 
live perfonnances. A sound Rozzi 
describes as "Acoustic 
Alternative." 
"It's a type of music that is 
attractively unique," Rozzi said. 
"It's not something you hear 
much on the radio anymore, but 
he puts so much of himself into 
his music, it is attractive." 
That personal touch is impor-
tant to Freedman. His musical 
idols are Tori Amos · and Joni 
Mitchell, two musicians well 
known for writing about personal 
experiences in their music. 
But Freedman doesn't think 
music lyrics have to be only about 
your own experiences, he sees 
music as his way of getting all 
emotions out. 
'They don't necessarily-have 
to be my own personal experi-
ences," Freedman said. "I just 
write emotions that everyone in 
the world feels. Sometimes I'm in 
class thinking about someone and 
a verse will just come out. Then 
the rest of the song follows and I 
go to the piano and it all starts to 
come together like a puzzle." 
Freedman, like his music idols, 
enjoys live performances more, 
but is happy to finally have his 
own CD out in the market. 
In the future he wants to con-
tinue recording his music but, 
more importantly, he wants to tour 
the country. And people seem to be 
happy about that. 
"People should really hear him 
perform, the way he presents his 
music is very energetic and draws 
the listeners," Rozzi said. 
"Nothing tops a good live perfor-
mance and he definitely gives a 
good live performance." 
Freedman will be performing 
in the pub Monday, April 5. 
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SOPHOMORE SKOTT FREEDMAN has preformed at the ABC Cafe. 
He recently released his first CD called "Swimming after Dark." 
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CENE 
•The Nines 
272-1888 
Thursday 
Neurral Groove 
with Splendor 
Grass 
Friday 
Gad 
Saturday 
Martly with Mario 
Sevayeca 
•ABC Cafe 
2n-4110 
Thursday 
David Love 
Quartet 
Friday 
Rain of Frogs 
with Hank 
Roberts 
Saturday 
Purple Valley 
• The Haunt 
275-3447 
Thursday 1 
Blind Man's Sun 
with Quiver 
Friday 
TBA 
Saturday 
'80s Dance Party 
with DJ Nicky 
Wood 
•common 
Ground 
273-1505 
Thursday 
Men's Night 
Dance with DJ 
Joey 
Friday 
Friday Happy 
Hour with The 
Dawn Gray Jazz 
Trio 
Saturday 
Dance Music 
with DJ Boyd 
• Rongovian 
Embassy 
387-3334 
Thursday 
Gregory Paul 
Friday 
Sunny Weather 
Saturday 
The HIX 
You may know him from his older work, like "Moondance" or "Brown Eyed Girl" (in my opinion, the most perfect pop 
song ever written). But there is more to the leg-
enwuy Van Morrison than bis hits, and this is 
what he sets out to prove on his new album "Back 
On Top." Although the results are less than extra-
ordinary, the record (his first since l 997's "The 
Healing Game") is diverse and extremely listen-
able. 
The record is also a gripping look into the life 
of a permanent celebrity, a man whose fame has 
become his very job. Almost every song has a 
lyrical reference to Morrison's attempt to escape 
his fame--not a surprise from a man who is noto-
riously hennit-like. Even the album cover is an 
almost unrecognizable silhouette of Morrison, a 
fitting metaphor for the music on the album. 
The record opens with the blues stomper 
"Goin' Down Geneva," a song that has little per-
sonality, but a lot of bite. It is a typical 12-bar 
blues number, and Morrison does little new with 
the classic composition of the song. His delivery 
of lines like "Look out my window pane/back at 
the way things are/just wonder how/how'd it 
ever get this far" is fittingly emotional, and, like 
many classic blues songs, it leaves the listener 
feeling sorry for the singer. 
The album becomes more mellow after that, 
though, with the quiet, contemplative "The 
Philosopher's Stone." Named after his 1998 
greatest hits album, the song is a meditative 
reflection on his past and how he got there. 
Literal, yet poetic, lyrics like "Even my best 
friends/they don't know/that my job is turning 
lead into gold" and a reference to classic blues 
musician Jelly Roll Morton, establish this as one 
of the best tracks on the album, a thought that is 
confirmed when Morrison begins playing har-
monica. If Blues Traveler's John Popper docsn 't 
cite Morrison as an influence he must be lying-
America is quickly becoming a nation that loves its reality programming. From funny home videos to car crashes to ani-
mals attacking, if it's on television and it's 
"real," then people will watch it. 
All of this makes the premise behind Ron 
Howard's new comedy, "EDtv," quite plausible. 
In the film a nobody named Ed (Matthew 
McConaughey) is selected by a cable network to 
have his life aired live and unedited to America 
24 hours a day, seven days a week. Ed is so 
charmingly goofy and, for lack of a better word, 
real, that the show becomes an enormous ratings 
hit. 
Soon Ed is everywhere, the cameras follow-
ing him all the time. The nation can't get enough 
of him and the people in his life, like his brother 
Ray (Woody Harrelson), Shari (Jenna .Elf man) 
the girl caught between them, Ed's mother (Sally 
Kirkland) and his ailing stepfather (Martin 
Landau). But this unending attention from the 
public and the pressure of having the cameras 
always on becomes too great and people start to 
crack. 
Comparisons between "EDtv" and last sum-
mer's "The Truman Show" are inevitable, but 
unjustified. While both movies deal with a pop-
ular show built around a person's life, "EDtv" is 
more of a straight-up comedy. Plus "The Truman 
Sho~" dealt with weightier issues like identity 
and voyeurism, while "EDtv" is more focused 
on the nature of being a celebrity. However, this 
is not meant as criticism of "EDtv." It's a good 
movie, just one with a different focus than the 
brilliant ''Truman Show." 
Writers Lowell Ganz and Babaloo Mandel 
team up once again with longtime collaborator 
Ron Howard, to create a satiric and funny movie 
that still manages to be quite touching when it 
comes to matters of family (a constant in 
Howard's movies). 1lris is as sharp a script as 
his lyrical and expressive sound is an extension 
of Morrison's unpretentious playing style. 
The musical layout of the track is much like 
the rest of the album, a jazzy, lullaby mix of clean 
guitar tracks (played by Mick Green) and 
Hammond organ (tapped by Geriant Watkins in a 
remarkable, restrained style), punctuated oy the 
solid bass playing of Ian Jennings and the stark, 
impressive drumming of Bobby Irwin. Fiachra 
Trench plays piano on some songs, and her musi-
cal additions to the lonely soundscapes laid 
down by the rest of the players are the highlight 
of the record. The three songs she plays on-
"Philosopher 's Stone," "When the Leaves Come 
Falling Down" and "Golden Autumn Days" all 
possess an energy atypical of most songs this 
slow-tcmpocd; Trench's soaring and dramatic 
playing is these songs' source of life. Morrison 
produced the album, and his skills behind the 
board arc as impressive as his playing on the 
tracks. 
Many of the other songs on the record have 
their foot firmly planted in rock's griuy past. 
"Precious Time" sounds like what a southern 
honky-tonk bar might have in I 965, and its musi-
cal similarity to Harry Bellafontc's "Jamaica 
Farewell" can't be an accident. "New 
Ganz antl Mandel have ever created. They offer 
up witty and pointed ubservations on television 
and advertising without turning the movie into a 
rant against the evils of these industries. 
Everyone knows just where to draw the line so 
the satire doesn't crush the comedy. 
This movie represents a comeback for 
McConaughey. When "A Time to Kill" came out 
in I 996 he was anointed the "next big thing." 
But instead of coasting on more star vehicles, 
McConaughcy took roles where he was not the 
main focus like the criminally underrated 
"Amistad." Even though he was terrific in that 
movie, his star was falling as the masses caught 
DiCaprio fever. Here he re-establishes himself 
with a funny, unforced performance. 
The supporting cast is also universally good. 
Ellen DeGeneres knows what it's like to have a 
ton of sudden media attention and uses her life 
experience to bring extra layers to her perfor-
mance as the creator of the show. 
Elfman does quite well in a role that's much 
less showy than her lead in "Dharma and Greg." 
Her character isn't particularly funny, but she 
has good chemistry with McConaughey and 
shows she can handle romance that's a little 
- - - ... ~-:- -~' 
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TLC-"Fanmall" 
••• BY GUSTAVO RIVAS 
Ithacan Staff 
"Communication is the key to life, 
communication is the key to love, commu-
nication is the key to 1LC." And 1LC 
loves fan mail. 
In its long-awaited new album, 1LC 
dedicates the cover to those fans who have 
been sending them mail. It seems like a lot 
of people should thank those fans too. 
"Fanmail" is one of the strongest albums 
released in a while. 
The lyrics are from the point of view of 
three mature women who are not afraid to 
say what they want out of life and love 
relationships. Gloria Gaynor would be 
very proud. But the sound of the music is 
the jewel of the album. It is a mixture of 
hip-hop and electronica. That may sound 
ridiculous, but it is a mixture that works in 
"Fanmail." 
The first single, "No Scrubs," is a nice 
introduction to the album, but the more up-
beat title track and "Shout" are better. 
There are a couple of slow songs like 
"Lie" and "Don't Pull Out of Mc Yet" that 
the album could do without. But it is no 
wonder it has been on the top of the charts 
since it came out three weeks ago. 
Biography" also exudes timelessness-it could 
be an outtake from the Animal House sound-
track. Every time I listen to it I picture not 
Morrison's band, but Otis Day and The Knights 
laying down the tracks. 
Morrison's older hits will always be remem-
bered-I won't be surprised if my grandchildren 
know "Brown Eyed Gfrl"-but his new songs 
are pretty good. Even if"Back on Top" might not 
put him there, it's worth a listen. 
The Mod Squad 
Ui 
BY MARC GAFFEN 
Ithacan Staff 
Deception, dirty cops, pimps and 
Claire Danes in tight leather pants are the 
main ingredients that bring the hit '70s TV 
show the Mod Squad to life in the stylish 
'90s. Unfortunately, this is one film that 
should have been left in the disco era. 
The screenplay seems to have been 
written three decades ago when the idea of 
dirty cops dealing drugs was not a clichc. 
Omar Epps, Giovanni Ribisi and Claire 
Danes arc convicted twenty-something 
felons given a second chance as undercov-
er cops. However, when their boss Dennis 
Farina is killed the trio are framed for the 
murder and must find the real killers 
before they arc next in line for the morgue. 
Like I said before, extremely clichc. 
The only item that keeps this film in 
line are the performances of the squad. 
Danes' smile lights up the screen, while 
Epps' shyness adds a hint of coolness. 
However, the person who steals every 
scene is Ribisi. He plays the team member 
who's a little bit crazy and has a case of 
extremely bad luck. 
Even with all the hit pop songs and hip 
fashion this is one Mod Squad that ends up 
extremely out of style. 
more low key than what she is called on to do 
every week in prime time. 
While the ending feels a bit rushed, there's a 
sharp consistent rhythm to "EDtv." Even though 
for me the movie loses tiny points for featuring a 
Jay Leno cameo (Can we please have a month 
where this hack doesn't show up in a lame movie 
role as himself?), it doesn't coast on easy and 
obvious humor, "EDtv" is well worth people 
tuning in. 
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A day in the lives· of physical plant workers 
- Continued from page 19 
"Yeah, they sit up here and look 
around," Larry says. 
Later, Larry catches his finger on a dog-
clip, a caribiner-shaped object used to 
secure the net to the pipe. He uses a few 
choice words and duct tape to control the 
bleeding. 
The net now hangs from its skeleton, 
but it needs to be tied down. 
"Come on Nicki, you're buying lunch," 
Larry says heading for the truck. 
"You don't have to tell me twice," Nick 
says to me. 
11 :55 a.m.-Thcrc 's a line for the 
microwave. My Pop Tarts are a little 
crumbly and cold, but edible. On an aver-
age Tuesday I would just be getting up. 
Larry, Ray Scars, Mike Schultz and Roy 
Johnson gather around a table in the center 
of the room for their daily card game of 
Euchre. 
"Oh, that looks good, a little of that on a 
little of this," Mike says eyeing Ray's lunch. 
He has a napkin tucked in his collar to keep 
the spaghetti off his clothes. Ray passes 
around some homemade chocolate chip 
cookies and the group starts another round. 
The game confuses me but, from the 
way Larry and Mike heckle Ray and Roy, 
it is pretty clear who is winning. 
CHUCK HOLLIDAY/THE ITHACAN 
LARRY CRESWELL, Ray Sears, Mike Schultz and Roy Johnson play their dally game of Euchre during lunch as Tom Bossack 
reads a newspaper In the comer. The 22-person physical plant crew performs many different maintenance tasks around campus. 
dipped. stretched too. The plan is to let them sit Tomorrow, my firs( class is at 11 a.m. 
12:30 p.m.-Work on the net continues. George Valesente, head coach of the overnight and see if they loosen. Nick but for Nick, Larry and the other members 
baseball team, stops by to inspect his new wants to continue working but Larry push- of the grounds crew, tomorrow is another 
I: IO p.m.-The net is set up and we start 
work on the smaller ones. 
nets. He talks to Nick while Larry, Dave es to leave, citing the need to unload the morning of salting and filling pot holes. 
and ~andy stretch the bottom of the net. truck, so Nick gives in. Athletic fields still need to be cut, raked 
"Come on, put some ass into it," Larry 
barks to no one in particular. The nets are 
12 by 12 feet, I measure 13.5 feet between 
poles with my boots. After some stretching 
and bending, they get the top of one 
Valesente contrasts the crew with his Larry drops me off behind Park on the and groomed into shape. Flowers have to 
khakis and loafers. He offers his advice on way back to the shop. I leave my notebook be planted. And with spring on the way, 
the situation and leaves. in my office and force one foot in front of things are only. going to get more hectic. 
the other toward the Gardens-my bed is Graduation is just around the quickly 
l :45 p.m.-The second net 1s halfway calling. melting snowbank. 
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G(25) explores pop's uncharted·regions 
BY JEFF MILLER 
Ithacan Staff 
On most Saturday afternoons, members 
of Ithaca College-based band G(25) can be 
found enjoying the lnQ.ian cuisine at 
Diamond Bar & Restaurant, right off the 
Ithaca Commons. That's because Diamond 
offers an all-you-can-eat buffet where you 
can't help going back for more. That's how 
fans feel after a G(25) show-they love it, 
but it's never enough. 
The root of the band's name is surround-
ed by a complex and mysterious web. 
When I first spoke to the band members, 
they described an organization of "G" 
ban$ that holds a yearly c;onference, head-
ed by Byron Long and enigmatic Ithaca 
"G" representative, Sa. According to the 
ban, it is the Ithaca ''tentacle" of the "G" 
organization. Hmm ... sounds suspicious. 
After the interview, Blum confessed that 
G(25) is actually the astronomical designa-
tion for the sun. Other reports that members 
of the band used to live in Garden 
Apartment 25 seem to be nothing more than 
a coincidence. 
The more into G(25) you get, the more 
bizarre and intriguing the members ( and the 
music they create) seem. Begi~ calls his 
pudding dessert "Greg Kinnear" and brings 
the topic of porno stars into the conversa-
tion randomly, while he and Blum discuss 
the topic of "tone" and "feel"--one of the 
major ways the band looks at its music. 
The band-seniors Jared Blum (bass), 
Jason Begin (guitarj, Matt Herron (keys), 
and drummer Joe McDonald '98-are the 
latest (and most solid) in a string of projects 
headed by Blum and Begin. The pair met 
freshman year and started playing as Alien. 
By their sophomore year the group was 
playing at Key West regularly, but the grad-
uation of their keyboard player caused the 
band to dissolve. "Last year," Begin said, 
"we solidified the G(25) sound, turning it 
into a ... a ... " 
Even for Begin, defining the G(25) sound 
is a challenge. Imagine Korn playing with 
Phish's attitude, with a healthy dose of 
Orbital and Ric Ocasek thrown in. On 
G(25)'s forthcoming album, "Deals from a 
Van," it explores all these genres and more. 
One of the band's songs is even titled 
"Kraftwerk" (a nod to the experimental '70s 
electronic band) and the rompy "Car" is 
what The Talking Heads might sound like 
after being subjected to hours of Limp Bizkit 
and Incubus's hardcore/hip-hop blend. 
PHOTO COURTESY OF G(25) 
MEMBERS OF G(25), senior Matt Herron (right) on keyboard and senior Jason Begin 
on guitar, play at a recent show. The band explores several different music genres. 
"Here's a good way to explain tone and 
feel," Begin said. "Say you're at this party, 
and this girl's really good· looking. She 
comes over, opens her mouth, and says the 
dumbest thing you've ever heard. She has 
great tQ_ne, but her feel was out of there. Her 
tone was a nice, crunchy blues lick, but her 
feel just threw it off. She tried to play ... the 
13 bar blues. 
Much of its music is groove based-
Herron will lay down a keyboard line, 
Blum will pick it up-but from there, it's 
anybody's game. 
"We go for certain feels," Blum said. 
"One song, Madonna might influence us. 
Another, drums 'n' bass." A lot of electronic 
music is also influential, Blum said, but he 
also claims tango music and the rock of Faith 
No More and 311 have left their mark on 
G(25)'s sound. Recent shows confimi the 
band's genre-hopping-a pairing with 
funksters Flomocean and the deadheads of 
Coyote is followed a couple of weeks later 
with a dance party at Club Semesters featur-
ing DJs, hard-core bands and hip-hop crews. 
Live, the musicians' personas are as 
diverse as the bands the members say influ-
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ence them. McDonald's stoic, metal-head 
drumming meshes with Blum's robotic-
bass playing, and while Cobain-on-Prozac 
look-alike Begin conjures up Morello-
esque loops, Herron keeps the groove 
going, commanding the stage like David 
Byrne in "Stop Making Sense." 
Even some instruments the band uses 
are odd. Begin designed his own guitar, 
which looks like something out of a futuris-
tic movie. The frets are angled instead of 
the normal parallel configuration, allowing 
Begin to pull out sounds many guitarists 
would sell their souls for. 
"A great musical life consists of an equal 
balance of tone and feel." Begin continued, 
"The unorthodox sounds' tones [we use] 
create an overall feel for our music." 
"It's really hard to explain," Blum said, 
summing up the band in general. Of course, 
he can't help adding sarcastically, "it's def-
initely a big factor in the 'G' society." 
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SENIOR MIKE JUNKINS practices on Cayuga Lau amidst flurrtn March 22. Sitting In the stem seat, Junkins sets the rhythm for the rest of the rowers. The men's 
crew co-captain Is a fifth-year Health Science and Human Performances major from Huntington, Mass. Junkins missed the 1998 season due to Injuries to his left knee. 
Junkins rows back from knee injury to lead team 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Ithacan Staff 
Every coach's dream is having a play-
er on his team that pushes himself and all 
of his teammates to the limit, a player 
who won't let anyone finish ahead of him, 
no matter how big or fast the opposition 
may be. Senior Mike Junkins, a men's 
crew co-captain, is that type of player. 
"He brings a great attitude and dedica-
tion everyday, but more importantly he 
brings himself," senior Matt Taback said. 
"The kid's a monster. He's an unstop-
pable, colossal and amazing athlete. He 
feels no pain, does things I couldn't imag-
ine. He pushes us all." 
Taback isn't Junkins' only teammate 
who has only compliments to give this 
scrappy athlete. 
"He has a lot of natural ability, but he 
also is an incredibly hard worker," senior 
Jeff Green said. "He's strong in every-
thing he does and is a real tough guy. I 
have a lot of respect for him and he helps 
me out by having confidence in me to do 
my job." 
Head coach Dan Robinson is 
impressed with the effort of Junkins, a 
fifth-year senior, and the way he recov-
ered from his injury last year. 
Last winter, Junkins tore his left ACL 
and left medial meniscus for the second 
time, while skiing, and was forced to miss 
the 1998 season. Robinson said coming 
back from a tom ACL is tough, but not as 
tough as it could have been for an athlete 
like Junkins. With his determination and 
competitiveness, he came back from the 
injury and is currently having his best 
season. 
"It's incredible how well he has come 
back from his injury," Robinson said. 
"Crew is a sport that rehabs that kind of 
injury." 
Junkins said the injury was tough to 
come back from but, with the help of 
physical therapist Laura Bitting, he was 
able to rehabilitate the injury with suc-
cess. 
Outside of his athletic ability and 
determination, Robinson said Junkins 
brings much more to the team. 
"Junkins is a great guy, he works his 
rear off and is a good student," Robinson 
said. "He can fix anybody's carburetor 
and make everybody laugh .. He's definite-
ly a self-made guy. He always rolls up to 
the boathouse in the worst looking car, 
and he's had many of them. He just finds 
a junker and makes it run, that's the kind 
of guy he is." 
Senior co-captain Cris Brown said, 
when in the boat, Junkins has impressed 
Junkins' Awards and Honors 
•Hustle of the Year Award, spring '95 
-sixth place in the Head of the Char1es, fall '95 
•Bob Tallman Award, spring '97 
-co-captain,spring'99 
•Ergometer Halt of Fame, spring '99 
his teammates everyday. 
"He's really dedicated to his team and 
teammates," Brown said "He's really 
down to earth and trustworthy. He's the 
kind of guy that everybody can count on." 
Junkins hasn't always rowed crew. In 
high school he played varsity soccer for 
four years while growing up in a small 
Massachusetts town. He also played 
baseball and the saxophone in the jazz 
band. 
He came to Ithaca as an exploratory 
major and was interested in rowing. 
"I have always been interested in row-
ing," Junkins said. "I went to the infor-
mational meeting, started rowing and 
never stopped." 
Junkins said he started rowing in the 
fall of '94 and by the end of the year had 
lost 30 pounds-from rowing. He spent 
his freshman year on the novice squad 
with all the other freshmen, but moved up 
to varsity his sophomore year, although 
. he almost didn't row for Ithaca. 
"At the end of my freshman year I 
almost transferred," Junkins said. "I did-
n't have a major and was wasting my 
money here. Then I discovered an interest 
in occupational therapy and decided to 
stay in Ithaca." 
He began his sophomore 
year on the 
lightweight team, but was moved up to 
the heavyweight squad by the end of the 
year. He was in the Head of the Charles 
race in the fall of '95, which he said was 
his best memory during his time on the 
crew team because the team placed sixth 
out of 75 teams. 
His other accomplishments include 
winning the Hustle of the Year Award in 
the spring of '95, given to the top fresh-
man and the Bob Tallman Award in the 
spring of '97, given to the team's MVP. 
He entered the Ergometer Hall of Fame 
this year by pulling the third 
best time ever 
at Ithaca 
College 
on the 
race sim-
ulating 
rowing 
machine. 
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Guess what 
Due to a lacJC~t-Pace in the 
-· sports section of the paper this 
week, not all the stories were able 
to make it into print. So, it is now 
my job to update you on some lit-
tle known, yet rather interesting 
and important, recent happenings 
in the Ithaca athletic world. 
First of all, the NCAA has 
admitted its mistake of denying 
the football team a bid to the post-
season last fall. To rectify this 
snub, the Bombers have secured 
an automatic bid for this coming 
fall, regardless of the team's 
record-seeing as it dido 't matter 
last year, anyway. 
Also, the administration 
announced recently the college 
will begin construction on a 
domed athletic facility. This will 
alleviate some problems: spring 
sport teams will not have to play in 
winter weather and the school-
wide fear of a campus without con-
struction (which just might 
happen at some point) will be 
eased. 
The place of construction has 
not been determined, but the 
"Bomber Bubble" wi11 likely 
take the place of Dillingham. 
There was confirmation that the 
fountains would not be hurt, but 
the administration did not con-
firm or deny that when the dome 
is finished, intramural activities 
will still have priority in any 
gym on campus over varsity 
sports. 
In news from Cortland, the Red 
Dragons admitted Ithaca actually 
does have a better athletic pro-
gram. School officials added, 
"Ithaca fans arc much better 
behaved than Cortland athletic 
supporters." 
Back on the Ithaca campus, a 
movement is on to rename the ath-
letic fields by the school's 
entrance, "Lower Campus Turf' 
and "Middle Quad Knoll." These 
new names are in response to the 
extreme creativity and uniqueness 
of "Upper Terrace Field." 
Although it has been 
announced that "Bombers" will 
remain the nickname of the 
school, some options for a school 
logo now include a hard hat, a "no 
parking" symbol and a slain 
Dragon (hey, Cortland said it). 
Finally, the athletics depart-
ment has just purchased the ser-
vices of three coach buses for team 
use to away games. Since hiring a 
driver would have cost too much, 
coaches and players over 21 will 
go through a driver training 
course. 
These athletic happenings 
seem too good to be true. Oh, wait, 
I just figured out why: Check 
today's date. 
Kristin Muenzen la a Junior 
sports Information major. 
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Hunger beat off the dribble 
BY KEVIN FLINN 
Ithacan Staff 
Next time you skip dinner and 
have to wait until Late Night, 
think of those less fortunate who 
sometimes have to skip meals for·, 
days at a time. lbese folks are the 
reason that Hoops for Hunger is 
necessary, and the college com-
munity responded to their needs 
with resounding enthusiasm. 
Over I 00 students and faculty 
competed in Hoops for Hunger 
Thursday, a three-on-three bas-
ketball tournament, as part of 
Ithaca College's Day of Service. 
The tournament was presented in 
conjunction with Health 
Promotion Night and sponsored 
by the School of Health Science 
& Human Performance and the 
Health Awareness Committee. 
More than a dozen community 
organizations set up tables in the 
foyer of the Hill Center while the 
players competed on the court. 
Along with Director of 
Recreational Sports Brad 
Buchanan and Assistant HS & HP 
Dean John Bonaguro, the event 
took shape with the help of local 
merchants, community organiza-
tions and countless volunteers 
from the college. 
eating those in attendance of the 
need to eat and live healthy . 
The hoops action began short-
ly after 7 p.m. Standard basket-
ball rules applied, but special 
regulations concerning the num-
ber of fouls permitted, three-
point field goals (which were not 
allowed due to spatial restric-
tions) and time limits were intro-
duced to the · participants. 
Volunteer officials were then 
assigned to their respective courts 
and play began. 
· The 33 teams were assigned to 
four divisions: Men's Open and 
Men's Elite, each with a dozen 
teams; Women's, with four 
teams; and Faculty, with five 
teams. First-round games were 
scheduled from 7 until 8:30 p.m. 
The single-elimination (lose once 
and you 're done) tournament pro-
gressed through brackets until 
only one team remained in each 
division. 
The winning team in each 
division received championship 
T-shirts for their efforts, and ran-
dom drawings throughout the 
evening provided players and 
s~tators with the chance to win 
prizes donated by local mer-
chants such as Ben & Jerry's, 
Moosewood Cafe and Record 
Town. Each three- or four-member 
team paid a $15 entrance fee to 
participate in the tournament. 
This paid for a T-shirt for each 
participant with the remainder of 
the funds-five dollars per 
team-going to the Ithaca and 
Danby Kitchen Cupboards along 
with non-perishable items that 
spectators dropped off. These 
MBJSSA lHORNl.EY/THE mtACAN 
SOPHOMORE KEVIN HOVERMAN'S TEAM was the runner-up· In 
the elite division of the Hoops-For-Hunger tournament Thursday. 
At the outset of the evening, 
the large cumber of people clam-
oring around, the gym almost 
guaranteed chaos would ensue. 
Although there were a few dis-
putes over out-of-bounds and foul 
calls, all was settled amicably. 
organizations can triple or Beginning at 6 p.m. in the 
qu3W1.Jple that amount when buy- foyer, fitness evaluations, nutri-
ing food to distribute to those in tion assessments and aeroboxing Without a doubt, Hoops for 
Hunger was a success. need. demonstrations took place, edu-
Bombers earns honors 
Senior swimmer Renee Helbok and 
sophomore soccer player Erin DeMarco 
were named to the second-team GTE 
District I College Division Women's 
Fall/Winter At-Large All-Academic Team. 
Helbok, a 25-time All-American, is 
three weeks removed from the NCAA 
Championship where she won the 500-
yard freestyle title. She also placed second 
in the 100-yard freestyle and third in the 
200-freestyle. Helbok, a physical therapy 
major, owns school records in the 200-, 
500- and 1,000-yard freestyle, along with 
the 200-yard butterfly. She is a three-time 
member of the New York State Women's 
Collegiate Athletic Association and 
College Swimming Coaches Association 
All-Academic Teams. 
DeMarco, o~e of two sophomores 
named to the District I All-Academic team, 
was named a third-team All-American by Aerobics/Fitness Schedule 
the National Soccer Coaches Association 
of America in the fall. DeMarco, a back, 
scored two goals and helped Ithaca record 
14 shutouts in 20 games this season. She 
was named to the NCAA all-tournament 
team after the Bombers' run to the national 
semifinals and was a first-team all-region 
pick. She was also named to this season's 
New York State Women's Collegiate 
Athletic Association all-star team. 
DeMarco is a health and physical educa-
tion major. 
Golden gets Men's All-Academic nod 
Senior Ian Golden has been named to 
the GTE District I College Division Men's 
Fall/Winter At-Large All-Academic Team. 
Golden is the Bombers' first two-time 
All-American in men's cross country. He 
placed 22nd at this fall's NCAA Cross 
Country Championships at Dickinson, an 
improvement from his 25th place finish as 
a junior. 
Golden was Ithaca's top finisher in 
every race this season. During one portion 
of this season he won three consecutive 
races, including the New York State 
Collegiate Track Conference Cross 
Country Championship. 
Golden owns the Blue and Gold's 
third- and fourth-highost finishes ~t the 
national meet. He is also the school record 
holder in the 3,000-meter steeplechase. 
The Academic All-America Team will 
be announced on April 20. 
Thursday: 
Aeroboxing (Gym I), 7 p.m. 
Saturday: 
Aeroboxing (Dance Studio), 11 a.m. 
Sunday: 
My Body (Wrestling Room), 4 p.m. 
Step and Abs (Gym I), 7 p.m. 
Monday: 
Aeroboxing (Gym I), 7 p.m. 
Tuesday: 
Step and Abs (Gym I), 7 p.m. 
Cardio Hip Hop (Dance Studio), 7 p.m. 
Body Sculpting (Gym I), 8 p.m. 
Wednesday: 
Step Interval (Gym I), 7 p.m. 
Water Aerobics (Pool), 7 p.rn. 
Aeroboxing: floor aerobics with a kick box-
ing twist. 
Water Aerobics: a workout that's easy on 
the joints, not on the muscles. 
Step and Abs: includes high and low 
impact aerobics. 
Body Sculpting: tone and tighten from head 
to toe. 
Step Interval: step with a variety of floor 
routines. 
Cardio Hip-Hop: floor routine that gets 
you to dance. 
My Body: a power yoga class. 
Compiled by Dan Abbott 
Assistant Sports Editor 
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Skidmore says 'neigh' 
BY MEREDITH JORGENSEN 
Ithacan Staff 
The Thoroughbreds rode over the 
women's lacrosse team as Skidmore 
beat the ~ombers 8-7, dropping their 
record to 4-2 Saturday. Senior co-cap-
tain Laura Van Heusen and junior Jen 
Herlihy each scored two goals in a los-
ing effort 
Skidmore dominated at the outset, 
scoring the first goal of the game. The 
Bombers quickly tied the score at one 
apiece after a mere 16 seconds. 
Skidmore tallied the next three goals. 
Herlihy recorded one of her two goals of 
the game midway through the first half. 
Freshman Amy Turner also scored in 
the first 30 minutes for the Bombers, but 
Skidmore closed the half 6-3. 
the turnover of the ban was still higher 
than she would like. When Skidmore 
had possession of the ball, it was strong 
in the crease roll. 
"We didn't stop the crease roll as 
well I would have liked," van Heuven 
said. "Their attack player would suck 
our defender out and away, and then 
they would duck in and get the shot." 
The Bombers battled for possession 
the entire game. 
"We didn't get any of the balls for free," 
sophomore goaltender Brooke Andrews 
said. 'We had to fight for all of them." · 
Bomber second-half highlights came 
via freshmen. Van Heuven briefly sub-
stituted Elisa Pomeranz for Van Heusen. 
During the 30-second sub, Pomeranz 
scored with the assistance of sophomore 
Becky Karver. 
Turner scored when she was over the 
line as the defense wing for the settled 
attack; Kelly Bliss assisted on the play. 
Van Heuven said Bliss has the ability to 
foresee the assist 
"Bliss has a beautiful eye for the 
feed," van Heuven said. "She just has 
that touch." 
The team has a few areas to work on. 
'We were just missing a little of that 
extra finishing touch that we need in every 
area of the game," van Heuven said. 
The players recognize the necessity 
for some fine tuning. 
"I don't think we have put it all 
together yet," Andrews said. "Each 
game we are building on it. We are hop-
ing to get to that point where it all clicks 
and it all flows." 
MELISSA THORNLEY/ THE ITHACAN 
JUNIOR KIM HARRISON runs during practice on 
March 22. The team lost to Skidmore 8-7 Saturday. 
The Bombers did not win despite 
outscoring their opponent in the second 
half. Head coach Piep van Heuven said 
"It is so much fun to watch a young 
player go_into the game and just get into 
it right away," van Heuven said. 
The team plays Cortland today at 4 p.m. 
'They are a high powered, athletic 
team," van Heuven said. "We are going 
to have to find a higher level to play at." 
New playoff format gives football better chance 
BY JON ALHART 
Ithacan Staff 
Last November, many thought the 
NCAA Division III footbafl selection com-
mittee got a head start on April Fool's Day 
by playing a joke on the Ithaca College 
football team, excluding the 8-2 Bombers 
from the 16-team playoff field. There 
should be no joking around when this year's 
committee makes its selections because the 
NCAA has changed the format of the 
Division III football playoffs. 
"I think it's great," junior co-captain Rich 
Pasquale said. "It gives more teams a chance." 
Pasquale sai_d the system is an improve-
ment because eight more squads will be 
added to the playoff plate, making the tourna-
meift a 24-team tussle for the national title. 
"It's more in line with what the NCAAis try-
ing to attain with all of their sports, a ratio of one 
bid for every eight teams which compete in a 
sport," said Ithaca College Sports Information 
Director Mike Warwick when he appeared on 
News Watch 16's SportsFmal show. 
Under the previous format, four teams 
were chosen from each of the four regions; 
the East, South, West and Midwest. Now 
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there is no team limit for each region. 
Automatic bids will be awarded to 15 
conference champions and one second-
place terun. The playoffs have never includ-
ed a provision for conference champions to 
earn automatic bids before. 
Seven conferences in the nation will not 
have a chance at automatic bids and will be 
lumped into the independent pool of73 ball-
clubs vying for eight postseason slots. 
Ithaca is a part of the 73-team pool. 
Last season, the Bombers were one of 49 
squads competing for four East-Region 
postseason spots. If this system existed last 
year, the Blue and Gold probably would 
have had a chance at an Alonzo Stagg Bowl 
title. But the new approach is not perfect. 
"If you get eight more opportunities to 
get into the playoffs you'd think your 
chances increase," head coach Mike Welch 
said. "My concern is who's doing the 
selecting of these eight teams, and is it 
going to be a subjective process." 
The NCAA is doing away with weekly 
polls. The only barometer teams will have to 
gauge playoff chances will be its win-loss 
record. The regular season will remain at 10 
games with an additional week of playoffs. 
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FOR RENT 
COMMONS STUDIOS 
Downtown, 100' to Simeon's. Quality building, 
furnished, intercom, laundry, microwave, TV 
lounge. Bus at comer or 12 minute walk to 
C'bmen: Quiefpeople. From $380 with utilities. 
An amazing value! 
273-9462. 
www.lthacarentlng.com 
1 , 2, 3 bedroom apartments on Prospect St. 
New wall-to-wall carpet- Fireplace, Parking, 
Laundry-Apts. available Aug. 15. Rent a nice 
apartment, call 273-7368. 
1999-2000 four bedroom furnished apt. near 
Commons, storage, laundry, 10 or 12 mo. lease, 
$280 includes all. 277-7291. 
Hudson Heights Studio Apartments are now rent-
ing for May 1999. Rent includes: furniture, utilities, 
parking, grubage & recycling, and laundry rooms. 
Prices start at $395/mOnth. 2 bedroom apartment 
is also available. Bo1h are located on South Hm. 
For an appoin1ment call 273-8473 or 
272-7271. 
Apts. across from Ithaca Falla. Available Aug. 
'99. 2 BR plus smaller 3rd bedroom/den. . 
Includes all, plus furniture. 326 E. Falls St. $810. 
Call for appt. 257-0313. 
New 3 Bedroom. Unique COl'ltel11)0r8r deslgl. 2 
Fu! ba1hs, Private Balcony, storage, fumlshed, ener-
gy effldent. 2 blocks from Cormlons Favorite IC 
location. 277~ or Mike at 272-8105. 
TOWNHOMES-Try a spacious 3-story town-
home Just off the Commons that Includes 3 & 4 
bedrooms with free parking, free wash/dry, dish-
washers, 1 1/2 bathS, patio. 10- or 12-month 
lease. Must see. Call Nick or Gus at 277-0312 
M-F 10 a.m.-4 p.m. or 273-0553 M-Sat. 6-9 p.m. 
Furnished Apt. Walking distance to IC. 272-1115. 
South Hill - 3 BR Townhouse, balcony, patio, hard-
wood and carpeted floors, 1 1 /2 baths. 
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Washer/Dryer, trash removal and FAEE parking. 
257-1725. 
Fumlahed Apt. walking dlatance to IC. Call 272-
1115. 
NOTICES 
EUROPE $159 olw ANfflllE IN 1999 
Carib/Mexico $159 r/l Discount Fares 
Worldwide. 800-326-2609. 
Graduation Weekend: A place for your whole 
family. Cozy private home. Beautitul gardens. 
Quiet setting on West Hill. 273-6425. 
GRADUATION WEEKEND HOUSING House 
for rent for graduation. 2 miles from Ithaca 
College. 273-4311. 
House Available for Graduation Weekend, 4 
bedroom, 2 sleepers, 3.5 baths, outdoor hot 
tub and deck, short drive to IC. Calf (607) 2n-
6763. 
IC graduation weekend. Private cabins on 
exquisi_te grounds. IC 5 miles. Call 272-0694. 
APRIL I, 1999 
Graduatlcm weekend House-Studio secluded 
country sleeps 1 O, BONFIRE, GRILL; LOVELY 
yard for class of '99 memories. Csll 387-6662. 
BE FLeXIBLE ... Europe $288 r/t plus truces. 
TRAVEL ANYTIME IN 19991 
Mexlco/cartbbean $1S9 r/t. plus truces. CHEAP 
FARES WORLOWIDEIII CALL: 800-326-2009. 
www.alrhltch.org 
Baxter'• Traffic Safety Corp. 
Private DrlvJng leaaona - 99% of our stu-
dents pass the road testl FREE PICKUP $ 
Discount package,. ca112n-s232. 
SUBLET 
Summer rental at College Circle: Two, three, 
four + five bedroom apa,tments at great rates. 
Free parking. Coin-op laundry, furnished. (607) 
277-1221 while they last! 
Sublet a room for the summer. Room comes 
with a beautiful view, lots of storage space and 
the apartment has a full kitchen/bathroom. Rent 
is negotiable. Gall Chris at 272-0942. 
_., 
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Tea11.1· scores· barrage. of goals at Oswego 
BY JUSTIN VOU>MAN 
'Ithacan Staff 
The Bombers outshothost Oswego (1-3) 
37-22 in Wednesday's 19-4 stomping of the 
Lakers. Senior co-captain EJ. MacCaull 
scored five goals and had four assists for the 
men's lacrosse team ( 4-1). 
Oswego took a 1-0 lead, but Ithaca 
scored seven in the second quarter and six 
in the second half for the victory. Junior 
attacker Ron Messmer added five goals. 
12 of 15 clear attempts. Head coach Jeff 
Long said Ithaca winning 19 of 24 face-offs 
was an important factor to the victory. 
"The biggest thing that played a part [in 
the victory] was we were winning face-offs 
and regaining possession every time," Long 
said. 
Despite the number 13 ranking in the 
latest poll, the Bombers have yet to play 
consistently over an entire game. The past 
three games, prior to Wednesday's victory, 
they have struggled in the second quarter, 
which players said is a concern. Saturday was a tale of two halves against 
Elmira. The Bombers opened a three-goal 
lead in the first quarter before the Soaring 
Eagles scored three unanswered goals and 
took the lead with 2:38 left in the second 
quarter. 
MELISSA THORNLEY/THE ITHACAN 
SENIOR ATTACKER Jason Paclonl Is taken down by Oswego junior Brian Simmons 
whlle chasing a ball Saturday. tthaca defeated Oswego 19-4 In Wednesday's contest. 
"It's still early in the season," senior co-
captain Pat Alexander said. "We're still 
developing. It should just take a few minor 
adjustments." 
The turning point was when sophomore 
midfielder Eric Bernheim scored his first 
goal of the season with 46 seconds left in 
the half to tie the game at five. After that, 
Ithaca never relinquished the lead. The Blue 
and Gold scored four consecutive goals in 
the third quarter and cruised to 14-7 victory. 
"I think [the goal] was a momentum 
builder because that tied it up," Bernheim 
said. "It was a whole new game after that 
point." 
Statistically, the Bombers were over-
powering. They outshot Elmira 47-24, were 
4-7 on man-up opportunities and converted 
The Blue and Gold play at Super Six 
League foe l 0th-ranked RIT on Saturday 
before hosting Geneseo on Wednesday. The 
Bombers beat both RIT and Geneseo last 
year. 
Women's Crew 
The women's crew team began 
its season with a match against 
Cornell and George Washington 
University Saturday. Ithaca raced 
three boats at the event. 
The varsity boat consisted of 
senior coxswain · Michelle 
Sathan, senior stroke Suzanne 
Allen, sophomore seventh seat 
Alicia Conway, senior sixth seat 
Valerie Sudnick, junior fifth seat 
Beth Greene, junior fourth seat 
Toni Musnicki, sophomore third 
seat Rebecca Wurm, 
sophomore second 
seat Katherine Schultz, 
and senior bow Brenna 
Wiberg. The varsity team placed 
third with a time of7:46.6. 
The second varsity boat 
placed third in the event with a 
time of 8:26.5 and the third boat 
placed third as well with a time of 
7:53.5. 
The Bombers travel to 
Geneva on Saturday to take on 
William Smith and Buffalo. 
\l!Cl,Y l~tQ,F 
.J ( 1 r r I ( rs 
TIIPIIAMMn MALL, ITHACA 
257-46{)6 
mickyroof.com 
Tennis 
Wednesday, the men's tennis 
team (3-2) defeated St. John 
Fisher 9-0. The first doubles 
team of juniors Jean-Jamil Rojer 
and Matt Schultz won 8-2, while 
in second doubles senior Dave 
Ludwig and sophomore Eric 
Ritter won 9-7. 
Rojer won 6-2, 6-0 at 
first singles, while Schultz 
won at second singles 6-0, 6-
2. In fifth singles, Sophomore Ari 
Roberts beat his opponent 6-0, 6-
1. Ludwig also won, 6-3, 7-6 (7-
4 ). Ritter swept his match 6-0, 6-0 
and at sixth singles, Sophomore 
Rick Grubb won with a score of 
6-1, 6-4. 
The Bombers beat Elmira 8-1 
and swept the doubles matches. 
Rojer and Schultz won 8-3 and 
Ludwig and Ritter were victori-
ous 8-2. Third doubles, consist-
ing of Roberts and Grubb, shut 
out their opponents, 8-0. 
In first singles Rojer won 6- I, 
6-2. Schultz swept his second 
singles match 6-0, 6-0. Ludwig 
(6-3, 6-2), Ritter (6-1, 6-0), and 
Roberts (6-1, 6-1) also won. 
The squad travels to Oneonta 
on Thursday. 
Compiled by Alex Darion 
and Stan Dombrowski 
Ithacan Staff 
vou Have setter tHinas to oo 
tHan watcH tHe GRass grow. 
Uka gaiting ahead in yaur college carwer. MCC Summer 
Seaaions. They'll ;,.,,, you feel relaxed aff year long. For 
details. caff Monroe Community CoHege In Rochester 
at IOW724-SUMMER. or visit www.monroecc.edu. 
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High fives all around 
Sweep of Comell·earns fifth-straight victory 
BY JOHN DAVIS 
Ithacan Staff 
1\vo squads headed in opposite 
directions battled Wednesday for 
the Mayor's 'Irophy at sunny 
Freeman Field. 
The baseball team (6-8) won 
its fifth consecutive game after 
beginning the season 1-8, while 
Cornell (1-10) dropped its I 0th 
straight game. 
Ithaca won the second game of 
its double header vs. the Big Red 
5-4. Cornell led 3-2 in the third 
before Ithaca took a 4-3 lead on 
sophomore Todd Hillegas' single 
in the bottom of the fourth. 
In the top of the sixth inning, 
sophomore second baseman Tripp 
Vitto faked catching the ball on an 
apparent base hit to center. 
Cornell junior John Osgood went 
back to first base as Hillegas threw 
the ball from center field to Vitto 
for the force. 
"I learned from the best," Vitto 
said. "[Senior shortstop Jason] 
Hogan does it best. We like to do 
it, it works." 
The Bombers took a 5-3 lead 
into the top of the seventh where 
Cornell mounted a comeback 
attempt It scored one run and had 
runners on second and third with 
two outs and Osgood, the clean-up 
hitter, at bat. Senior closer Bryan 
Gaal struck hiin out on a full count 
to win the game for Ithaca. 
Freshman Sazi Guthrie won the 
game for his first-career victory. 
In the first game of Wednesday's 
double header, Cornell jumped out 
to a 6-0 lead. Ithaca did not lead 
until it scored five runs in the 
fourth. The Bombers went on to 
win, 17-10. Hillegas scored five 
runs and continued his stretch of 
14-straight plate appearances 
reaching base. which was later bro-
ken in the second game. 
"It was nice to see our team 
keep its focus," head coach 
George Valesente said. "We came 
together as a group and worked on 
the little things to help a team 
succeed." 
Saturday Ithaca knocked off 
Oswego in the second game of a 
double header 10-2 
The Bombers won their home 
opener 6-5 in dramatic fashion 
Saturday. Sophomore Mike Husdan 
hit a pinch-hit two-run home run in 
the bottom of the seventh inning to 
tie the game at five. 
SUZIE O'ROURKE/11-tE mtACAN 
THE BASEBALL TEAM celebrates sophomore Mike Husdan's (20) 
game-tying two-run home run Saturday against Oswego at home. 
"I just wanted to get on base," 
Husdan said. "We didn't need a 
home run, but things just went my 
way. It was very unexpected." 
Four batters later, sophomore 
Ron Amato hit a bases loaded sin-
gle to win the game for Ithaca. 
The Blue and Gold have home 
double headers against Skidmore 
on Friday and Rensselaer on 
Saturday before heading to 
Scranton on Tuesday. 
Softball team t~avels to Binghamton, plays, then splits 
BY JONATHAN FRIEDMAN 
Ithacan Staff 
Freshman Kim Sebastiao hit her first 
career home run for the softball team as the 
Bombers dropped the opening game of a 
doubleheader 9-1 at Binghamton Wednesday. 
The Bombers (9-6) came back to take the 
second game 8-5. Sophomore Laura Remia 
clubbed her fourth home run of the year and 
junior Christie Davis picked up the win. 
Ithaca won one of four games Friday and 
Saturday at the Kean/Montclair Softball 
Classic. The squad fell to William Patterson 
4-2 and San Diego 5-0 Friday, but came back 
Saturday with a close loss to Springfield 1-0, 
and a crushing 9-1 defeat of Kean. 
"We made a huge forward advancement 
with our program between Friday and 
Saturday," head coach Deb Pallozzi said. 
The change of results can be attributed 
to a team meeting after Friday's losses. 
"We got a chance to get together and 
discuss some of the problems that were 
Tonight could be the night 
• You crawl into a bumiQU building 
• You tree someone from a car 
• You perform CPR 
• You save a life 
ll'l•11111111c1111_, 
• Become a bunker 
• Work as a volumeer nrenuhter two nights a week 
• live tor free In a cnv fire staUon 
South Hill StaUon next to campus 
Off-campus housing authorized 
11111 ••• ,., 1111111,1 
For more Information: 
Marcia tvnch, Ithaca Fire Department 
212-1234 
www.lfd.baka.com 
going on and how to resolve them among 
ourselves," junior Janine Lawler said. 
Saturday's victory snapped a five-game 
losing skid dating back to the team's final 
two games of it'i Florida trip. 
"We were struggling in the first three 
games [of the tournament]," sophomore 
first baseman Laura Remia said. "But we 
really came together as a team." 
Remia extended her career home run 
total to 14 at the tournament after a home 
run against Binghamton. She said she feels 
more relaxed this season with her role on 
the team. Last season she was moved from 
the bench to a starting position at first base 
after three-year starter Amy McMordie '98 
broke her ann. Re·mia went on to hit .379 
and a season and career-record l O home 
runs. 
"Last year I was in a situation I had never 
been in before," Remia said. "lhis year I have 
the experience and can help the team more." 
Ithaca hosts Cornell in a double header 
on Tuesday at 3 p.m. 
OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT 
PROCLAMATION 
WHEREAS, Ithaca College will observe National Student 
Employment Week from April 4 through April 10 and, 
further, Student Employee Appreciation Day on April 7; and 
WHEREAS, Ithaca College is committed to increasing 
awareness of student employment and its significant role in the 
higher education experience; and 
WHEREAS, Ithaca College students gain valuable 
employment experience while balancing the rigors of academic 
study with meeting their financial responsibilities; and 
WHEREAS, Ithaca College recognizes that student employees 
make important contributions to the successful operation of the 
college in a wide array of positions; 
THEREFORE, I, Peggy R. Williams, president of Ithaca 
College, do hereby proclaim the week of April 4-10, 1999, as 
NATIONAL STUDENT EMPLOYMENT 
WEEK at ITHACA COil.EGE 
... 
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(7:46.6) at WIiiiam Smith wftfl Buffalo 
s~~~Y. 3fJ1 
Ithaca def. Binghamton, 8-5 
Binghamton def. Ithaca, 9-1 
• 5aturday, 3/27 
SR,ringfleld def. Ithaca, 1-0 
Ithaca def. Kean, 9-1 
• Friday, 3/26 
William Patterson def. Ithaca, 4-2 
UC-San Diego def. Ithaca, 5-0 
Baseball (6-8) 
• Wednesday, 3/31 
lthaca_def. Camell, 5-4 
Ithaca def. Camell, 17-10 
• Saturday, 3/27 
Ithaca def. Oswego, 6-5 
Ithaca def. Oswego, 10-2 
Women's Lacrosse (4-2) 
• Saturday, 3/27 
Skidmore def. Ithaca, 8-7 
Men's Lacrosse (4-1) 
• Wednesday, 3/31 
Ithaca def. Oswego, 19-4 
• Saturday, 3/27 
Ithaca def. Elmira, 14-7 
Tennis (3-2) 
• Wednesday, 3/31 
Ithaca def. St. John Fisher, 9-0 
• Monday, 3/29 
Ithaca def. Elmira, 6-1 
Team Effort 
Men's Lacrosse vs. Elmira 
Torun 
Ithaca 
Elmira 
Ithaca 
~ 
53 4n 
12/15 
19/24 
i· • 
1fil 2nd 
4 10 
5 2 
Shots 
Ground Balls 
Man-up 
Clears 
Face-offs 
Final 
14 
7 
Elmira 
24 
36 
w 
9/18 
5/24 
i Bomber Numbers 
t 
21 • career wins for Bomber 
pitcher Justin McEnroe 
10 • different Bombers 
scored in Ithaca's defeat 
of Elmira 
169 • career points scored by 
E.J. MacCaull 
Still Ranked 
Intercollegiate Women's 
Lacrosse Coaches 
A980Clation National Poll 
~ 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
18. 
N2:. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4 .. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
10. 
10. 
13. 
IBm . 
New Jersey 
Middlebury· 
William Smith 
WilUams 
Trinity, Conn. 
St. Mary's (Md.) 
Amherst (Mass.) 
Mary Washington 
Denison 
Roanoke 
Ithaca 
Latest Poll 
f2m 
200 
189 
179 
163 
161 
153 
143 
125 
105 
98 
30 
STX/United States 
Intercollegiate Men's 
Lacrosse Association 
National Poll 
Turun 
Washington 
Salisbury State 
Washington & Lee 
Nazareth 
Middlebury 
Denison 
Gettysburg 
~ 
199 
189 
178 
174 
154 
143 
140 
134 
123 
Ohio Wesleyan 
RIT 
Hampden-Sydney 
Lynchburg 
Oneonta 
Ithaca 
93 
93 
-93 
85 
Spread the Wealth 
Ithaca at Cornell 
Game One 
~ 
Elaw 
Hillegas 
At Bats Buns. 
5 5 
O'Donovan 
Hogan 
Farago 
Amato 
Johnson 
Meluni 
Vitto 
Allen 
5 2 
4 2 
5 2 
3 3 
5 1 
4 0 
4 1 
4 1 
~ 
3 
3 
0 
3 
2 
3 
3 
2 
2 
Winning Pitcher: McEnroe (3-1) 
Quotable 
BID 
0 
1 
3 
3 
2 
2 
1 
1 
1 
"My best memory of him is 
seeing him strip for the women's 
crew team." 
• senior Matt Taback on team-
mate Mike Junkins 
9Co{,; ~::April 1 
Mass of tne Lord's s'upper at 7 p.m. 
§~t?'~: April 2 
Celebration of the Lora's Passion at 3 p.m. 
~J~:April3 
Easter Vigil at 7:30 p.m. 
t.i~J """'4,;: April 4 
Mass at 11 a.m. in tmerson Suites 
• I 
'· There will be n\, a\tditlonal masses on Sunday, April 4. 
All services are in Muller Chapel unless noted. 
Athlete of the Week 
Todd HIiiegas 
Baseball 
The sophomore centerfielder had six hits in Ithaca's dou-
bleheader sweep of Cornell Wednesday. In the first game 
of the afternoon, Hillegas scored five times. In the second 
game, he stole his team-leading 10th base of the season 
and leads the team in batting average (.431). The 
Montoursville, Pa., native has reached base 16 of his last 17 
at-bats. He led the Bombers in Saturday's first game of a 
doubleheader against Oswego, going three-for-four with 
two stolen bases and two runs scored. In the second game, 
Hillegas had three more hits and scored three times. 
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Compiled by 
Kelly Jo McKeman 
Director's Cup Double Header Split 
Sears Director's Cup Standings 
& ~ ~ 
1. Williams 350 
2. College of New Jersey 290 
3. Rowan 270 
4. Wisconsin-La Crosse 260 
5. M~~~ry 2~ 
6. Calvin 220 
7. Wisconsin-Oshkosh 210 
8. North Central 200 
9. UC-San Diego 200 
1 o. Cortlamj 170 
10. Macalester 170 
1 o. Mount Union 170 
13. Ithaca 160 
13. Lincoln 160 
13. Trinity 160 
13. Wartburg 160 
Softball at Binghamton 
Game One 
Team Runs Hits Errors 
Ithaca 1 2 1 
Binghamton 9 13 1 
Game Two 
Team Runs Hits 
Ithaca 8 10 
Binghamton 5 11 
Game Two 
Winning Pitcher: Simson 
Errors 
0 
3 
Home runs: Remia (1 }, Furdon (1} 
The Week Ahead ~-
THu.1 FRL2 
IIEN'ICREW 
W«-N'ICREW 
BASEIIAU. 
WOMEN'& 
LACROUE 
IIEN's 
LACROSSE 
TENNIS 
SAT.3 
HollARTWllH 
BufFALO 
10:30>..M 
WI.LIAM SMITH 
WITH BuFFALO 
10:30AM, 
RENSSEL<ER 
1 P.M. 
EL.MIRA 
10A.M. 
FROSTI!UR<l 
STATE 
11 A.M 
RIT 
1.30PM 
5__._4 Tuu.6 
SCRANTON 
3:30 P.U. 
Wm.7 
.. 
• Service grows, 1 
• IFD volunteers, 3 
• London event, 3 
• Our View, 12 
a 
• Book C 
Council 
FRESHMAN JENNIFER NEWMAN sorts out pairs ASSISTANT PROFESSOR Dani Novak and Junior Crystal 
of donated shoes at the E.O.C. Samaritan Center. Walker pick up garbage on South HIii during his 1 p.m. class. 
sponsored by SGA 
by Ithaca 
'I' 
~ 
. . ,,.,  t! ·-
LARRY CHAMBERS, director of flnanclal aid, plays math games with lnthawa Slsombath. 
Slsombath Is a student In Mr. Bernstein's third grade class at Beverly J. Martin Elementary School. 
"'( 
THE UNITED WAY of T'ompklns County building receives a spring cleanlng from 
freshman Kathyrn Borowicz as other students repainted the interior and walls. 
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AS THE DAY of Service winds down, freshman Jennifer Schultz stlll works hard at the Coddington 
Child Care Center. A group of physical therapy students refurbished play equipment at the center. 
'I' 
